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hike the trail
order takeout
heart checkup

Put Health on Your List 
SCHEDULE IN-PERSON OR VIRTUAL VISITS FOR ALL YOUR HEALTH CARE NEEDS

We’ve all adapted to a new way of living. But you can keep your health care on schedule with  
Johns Hopkins Medicine, where your health and safety are our highest priorities.  We stand ready to 
care for you through virtual or in-person visits across Maryland and the Greater Washington region.  

Your health, our experts, safely caring for you.

Your health is important. Schedule your care now. 
 Learn more at hopkinsmedicine.org/safe
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University of Maryland’s board-certified ophthalmologists 
are in your neighborhood providing expert, multidisciplinary  
care for eye conditions, including specialized treatment  
for retinal diseases:

• Diabetic Retinopathy

• Macular Degeneration

• Macular Hole

• Retinal Tears and Detachments

• Retinal Vascular Occlusions

• Uveitis

As part of an academic medical center, our physicians have 
access to groundbreaking research and can offer the latest 
therapies available, such as intravitreal injections, lasers  
and surgical approaches.

Appointments & Information 
Call 667-214-1111 to schedule a safe in-person appointment  
with our experts.

The Ashkenazi Jewish population is 
at greater risk of developing Macular 
Degeneration — one of the leading causes 
of blindness in adults age 50 and over.

umm.edu/eyeLOCATIONS: Downtown Baltimore & Owings Mills 

See What You’re Missing
*Through the eyes of a patient with macular degeneration.

MEET OUR PHYSICIANS

Lisa Schocket, MD 
Vice Chair, Clinical Affairs  
Chief, Retina Division 
University of Maryland Eye Associates
Board Certification: Ophthalmology

Muge Kesen, MD 
Retina and Uveitis Specialist, 
University of Maryland Eye Associates
Board Certification: Ophthalmology



SOMEONE WHO CARES IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY.
If you or someone you love is feeling isolated or anxious in these challenging
times, a friendly phone call may help. That's why we created the AARP
Friendly Voice program—a trained, caring group of volunteers standing by
ready to chat, listen, or just say hello.

It's easy. Request a call by dialing AARP at 1-888-281-0145 for English
or 1-888-497-4108 for Spanish, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. local time.

WE MAY BE APART,
BUT WE'RE NOT ALONE



Better never stops. University of Maryland St. Joseph 

Medical Center has been recognized for the second 

consecutive year as a Best Hospital for 2020-21 by U.S. 

News & World Report. Named #3 in both the state and 

the Baltimore Metro area, UM St. Joseph is the highest-

ranking community hospital in Maryland. 

We owe this recognition to our staff and physicians’ 

relentless commitment to providing high-quality, safe and 

compassionate patient care for all those we serve. We are 

most proud because of what this accomplishment means 

for our patients: excellent outcomes, improved health and 

wellness, and greater access to the very best care.

Learn more at umstjoseph.org
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P R O U D  T O  H A V E  E A R N E D  A N  A - ( E X C E L L E N T ) F I N A N C I A L  S T R E N G T H  R A T I N G  F R O M  A . M .  B E S T

Chesapeake Employers helps you protect your employees  
and your bottom line. For 2020-2021, we declared a  
$20 million corporate dividend for qualifying policyholders. 
We’re also reducing our rates—nearly 7%—which means 
Maryland businesses of all sizes can benefit from the services 
of a workers’ comp specialist, for less.

More good reasons to work with the state’s largest writer of 
workers’ compensation insurance.

Connect with your local agent for a coverage quote today 
or visit CEIWC.com

to Maryland’s healthcare workers  
for their courage and dedication 
during the COVID-19 health crisis. 

heartfelt
       thanks



WE’LL GET YOU WHERE YOU NEED TO GO
BUYING OR SELLING

Cell 410.456.3370  |  Office 410.583.0400

JASON PERLOW
JPERLOW@PERLOWHOMETEAM.COM

9 CHRIS ELIOT COURT
HUNT VALLEY

12610 BELMONT RIDGE
REISTERSTOWN

3408 JANELLEN DRIVE
STEVENSON

SOLD!

THE PERLOW HOME TEAM 
WISHES YOU A HAPPY THANKSGIVING
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The struggle is real.  

The pandemic has taken a significant toll 
on the mental health of many in Baltimore’s 
Jewish community. Fortunately, in these 
difficult times, The Associated: Jewish 
Federation of Baltimore’s agencies and 
programs are equipped to serve the needs 
of the community safely and effectively. 

At Jewish Community Services (JCS), that 
means delivering therapy, support groups, 
new client consultations, triage, financial 
assistance and career coaching —  
all remotely.  

Early on, JCS offered a series of free virtual 
programs called “Brief Bites” to help 
members of the community adjust to life 
during the pandemic. In recent months, 
the agency has provided interactive 
discussions on pandemic-related issues, 
as well as community-wide programs 

on addiction, and planning for financial, 
medical and end-of-life matters. JCS 
support groups for individuals with low 
vision, dementia caregivers, Parkinson’s 
patients and their families and those 
experiencing grief are also running online.  

Joe Honsberger, Senior Manager of 
Therapy Services for JCS has seen an uptick 
in the incidence of anxiety and depression 
among clients since the pandemic began.     

One group that has been severely affected 
by the pandemic is survivors of domestic 
violence, says Honsberger. “People are 
trapped in their homes, spending much 
more time with their abusers and they’re 
scared.” JCS is working in partnership with 
CHANA, The Associated’s Jewish response 
to domestic abuse and violence, to provide 
support to those clients.  

But even relatively healthy relationships 

may be stressed by the constant 
togetherness required by working from 
home and social distancing.  

“We’ve had more referrals of couples in 
recent months,” says Honsberger, who 
notes that substance abuse is also up.  
“If you were coping with a drug or alcohol 
problem before the pandemic, it’s worse 
now. The pandemic kind of magnifies 
everything,” he adds. 

That’s the case when it comes to isolation, 
a problem that’s especially prevalent 
among older adults, says Howard Reznick, 
JCS Manager of Prevention Education. 
“Older adults want to see and hug their 
children and grandchildren while at the 
same time they are highly cautious about 
Covid health concerns,” says Reznick. 

JCS is working closely with other 
Associated agencies, including CHAI and 

Finding Help During a Pandemic

CHANA to provide a range of services 
including, friendly calling for older adults. 

Parents are another segment of the Jewish 
community facing significant stressors, 
says Reznick. “They’re trying to cope with 
having multiple children in and out of 
virtual and real classrooms while juggling 
part-time and full-time jobs.”  

Mental Health and our Children 
Unfortunately, children have their own 
COVID-19-related challenges, from 
difficulties with online learning to missing 
out on opportunities to build friendships 
and social skills.  

Pre-teens, adolescents and young 
adults are deeply impacted by the social 
distancing requirements of COVID-19, says 
Reznick. “They have a need to socialize  
and connect.”  

It’s a need that’s being addressed by 
QuaranTeen, a new virtual initiative by 
4Front, a program for high school students 
that’s housed at the Rosenbloom Owings 
Mills JCC.  

Jessica Fink, librarian at the Macks Center 
for Education (CJE), recently met with Beth 
Hecht, Senior Manager for Community 
Engagement at JCS, to see how the CJE 
could best meet the needs of the youngest 
members of our community.  

“I went over the different resources we 
have in the library about kids and mental 
health,” says Fink. “And I’ve also had to read 
all of the new books written about the 
pandemic and find the quality ones  
(see sidebar). 

The CJE is also offering monthly 
professional community meetings for 
Jewish day school guidance counselors. 
“Not only do we need to have effective 
COVID-19 procedures and protocols in the 
schools, it’s also important to think about 
students’ mental health and well-being,” 
says CJE Jewish Education Coordinator  
Eli Bass. “The guidance counselors working 
in our schools are doing critical work and 
benefit from meeting with and learning 
from peers who share similar roles.” 

“This pandemic has had a profound impact 
on every aspect of our day-to-day lives, 

in ways we never could have imagined,” 
adds JCS Executive Director Joan Grayson 
Cohen. “Individuals – young and old – and 
families have found themselves trying to 
adapt and cope with the overwhelming 
changes and the uncertainty.” 

If you need help, call JCS at 410-466-9200. 

For a complete list of Associated agencies 
and programs, visit associated.org 

CJE Librarian Jessica Fink 
recommends these books 
for kids to help during the 
pandemic:  

A Little Spot Learns Online:  
A Story About Virtual Classroom 
Expectation by Diane Alber 

A Little Spot Stays Home: A Story 
About Viruses and Safe Distancing 
by Diane Alber 

The Mask Mitzvah by Leora Lazarus

These and other books are 
available thorugh CJE library as 
e-books or curbside delivery.  

For a complete list of titles, go to 
cjebaltimore.org/library.
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We reserve the right to limit quantities. Not responsible for typographical or pictorial errors.

Prices effective through December 24th, 2020

  Weis Proudly Accepts

weis wishes you a

Happy Chanukah!

 
Challah Bread
each

 
Savion Fruit Slices
8 ounce

 
Elite Milk Chocolate Coins
0.53 ounce

 
Elite Chocolate Bars
0.53 ounce

 
Manischewitz Matzo Ball Mix or 
Egg Noodles - 4.5 to 12 ounce

 
Kedeem Concord Grape Juice
64 ounce

 
Kedem Tea Buscuits
4.2 ounce

Selected 
Manischewitz Broth
17 ounce

Manischewitz Potato Pancake
Mix - 6 ounce

Fresh Kosher Whole or Cut Up 
Fresh Chickens - per pound

Kosher Boneless & Skinless 
Chicken Breast Fillet - per pound

Promised Land Chanukah 
Candles - 44 count

U parve
U

U

U U

U

U

U

UU

We also carry many of your favorite Kosher deli, dairy, frozen and grocery products.

$12

$42 $42

$32

$42 $23

$54

$52

$269$599

$350$599

Challah Bread
when you spend $100 in a 

single transactionFREE

Selected Kedem
Sparkling Juice
25.4 ounce

U
$72
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Showroom Open       by appointment only  I  1731 Eastern Avenue   Baltimore  I  kitchendesignbyidan.com  (443) 621-3502

AUTHORIZED
DEALER IN
VENDORS
WE TRUST

What we do is simple.

We design spaces

Kitchen

Bath

Cabinetry

New Property
Consultation

 NemphosBraue.com | (410) 321-8200
2 1 0  W E S T  P E N N S Y L V A N I A  A V E N U E ,  S U I T E  2 0 0 ,  B A L T I M O R E ,  M D  2 1 2 0 4

Business and Corporate Law  ■  Start-up and Entrepreneurial Law  ■  Regulatory Law
Licensing and Intellectual Property Transactions  ■  Mergers and Acquisitions

Nemphos Braue LLC is the premier 
corporate/business boutique law firm 
in the Mid-Atlantic region.

 

HELPING OUR CLIENTS SUCCEED AND GROW,
ONE RELATIONSHIP AT A TIME. 

“
— WILL GEE, CEO, BaltiVirtual

We feel taken care of with George’s team. It’s like having a safety net 
while you’re walking the entrepreneurial highwire. There’s a plan if some 
terrible, unforeseen event occurs, and there’s one if we’re more 
successful than we ever thought possible.
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13801 York Road • Cockeysville, MD 21030 
TTY/Voice - Maryland Relay Service 1.800.201.7165

A Quaker guided, not-for-profit retirement community

Now offering Life Care and Fee for Service residency options

A Lifestyle of Freedom and Peaceful Enjoyment
• 94 acre beautifully scenic campus 
• Single story Garden Homes
• New Hillside Homes  
• Access to a full spectrum of 
   healthcare services

• Stimulating social activities
• Exceptional dining venues
• Fitness, aquatic & wellness programs
• Pet friendly campus and more

Call for 
Current 

Availability

 For your free Broadmead Planning Kit, 
call 443-578-8008 or e-mail information@broadmead.org

Beth Tfiloh 

Dahan Community School
Baltimore’s only co-ed PreSchool-Grade 12 college preparatory Jewish day school 

Learning together.
For life.

Meet our school community at a virtual Open House:  
bethtfiloh.com/JMORE



Engage in a lifestyle loaded with activities, 
companionship and delicious dining – right 

outside your door. That’s well-being in 
a nutshell, and it’s the heart and soul of 
our senior living community, where fun, 

friendship and fulfillment thrive. 

With dedicated staff and multiple  
levels of care, no matter how the  

world changes, Atrium Village  
will be here for you.

Discover a new opportunity with us.  
Call 410-973-6594.

4730 Atrium Court | Owings Mills, MD 21117
Independent Living | Assisted Living

Memory Care | 03AL1030-F 
WWW.SENIORLIFESTYLE.COM

Raise your expectations.  
It’s time.

• Federal and State Taxation
• Civil Litigation & Appeals
• Domestic (Family) Law
• Business Planning & Transactions

• Estate Planning and Administration
• Landlord-Tenant
• Personal Injury/Medical Malpractice
• Real Estate

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Our attorneys are active members of the community 

with diverse backgrounds and experience. We put our 
legal and business knowledge to work for our clients 

with sound advice, aggressive representation, 
and close attention to personal service.

400 Redland Ct., Suite 110 • Owings Mills, MD 21117 • 410-998-2000
lmchplaw.com

David J. Polashuk has built a thriving practice focusing on Federal and State tax controversy and litigation matters, 

as well as business and real estate litigation and transactions. His background as a CPA distinguishes him from most 

others in his field, allowing him to understand complicated accounting and financial issues that factor into not only 

tax matters but business, family law and real estate matters. David has been named a Maryland SuperLawyer, every 

year since 2010. He is the Past Chair of the ABA’s Taxpayer Bill of Rights Task Force, the Maryland Bar Tax Section’s 

Continuing Education Committee and a past, long time Member of the Maryland Bar Tax Section Counsel.
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It’s the morning after the presidential election when I write this commentary. I don’t 

know yet who won. Hopefully, by the time you read this, you’ll know what I do not. 

Is our four-year foray into isolationism and divisiveness over? Do I have to listen to the 

smarmy kids of an unhinged billionaire for another four years?

The bigger question is where are we as a nation? For over 200 years, we strove for  

certain ideals. We rarely achieved them but we had a national shared concept. 

We strived for decency, honesty, and fairness. We asked the world to send us their  

huddled masses and they became part of our melting pot. 

We tried to lead the world toward democracy and human rights. We took pride in the 

slow improvement in the way we treated each other.

Was it all just a mirage? Were we always just as transactional and derelict of morality 

as the corrupt governments that we reviled? 

The last four years have been an acid trip into the world selfishness, hate, and  

irresponsibility. We’ve gone backward on human rights, personal freedom, the  

environment, and government responsibility. Some of us have sold our morality  

for trinkets — a meaningless treaty, lower taxes …

Nations don’t last forever. Democracies are incredibly fragile. Another four years like 

the last would certainly make one consider if it was time to reconfigure this nation. 

Without great dreams and ideals, why be a nation? Without a greater calling, why  

be at all?

Scott Rifkin, MD, Publisher

 FROM THE PUBLISHER

American Greatness

Scott Rifkin, MD 
Publisher 



DIGESTIVE  
& LIVER  
DISORDERS

Expert 
Care For

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND’S BOARD-CERTIFIED 
GASTROENTEROLOGISTS are in your neighborhood, 

providing evaluation, proper diagnosis and treatment for 

adults with general and complex GI conditions, including: 

• Abdominal Pain 

• Acid Reflux/GERD/Heartburn

• Barrett’s Esophagus

• Colon Cancer Screening

• Fatty Liver Disease

• Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)

• Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)

Our physicians work alongside other providers on a patient’s 

care team, such as primary care, ENTs, hepatologists and 

oncologists to ensure the best possible outcomes. 

APPOINTMENTS & INFORMATION 
Safe in-person appointments and virtual telehealth  
visits are available by calling 410-328-7244.

5890 Waterloo Road, Columbia, MD 21045 
umfpi.org/GI

Seema A. Patil, MD
Associate Professor of Medicine

SPECIALTIES: Inflammatory
Bowel Disease, Crohn’s 
Disease, Ulcerative Colitis

Shien Hu, MD
Assistant Professor of Medicine

SPECIALTIES: General GI,  
Colon Cancer Screening

Bruce Greenwald, MD
Professor of Medicine

SPECIALTIES: Esophageal 
Cancer, Barrett’s Esophagus, 
GERD, Swallowing Disorders

M E E T  O U R  E X P E R T S

LOCATED 
OFF OF 

SNOWDEN 
RIVER 

PARKWAY

Frances U. Onyimba, MD
Assistant Professor of Medicine

SPECIALTIES: Esophageal Diseases & 
Conditions, General GI Disorders, 
GI Motility, GERD

Allison Pullen, MSN, CRNP
Nurse Practitioner

SPECIALTIES: Hepatology,  
Liver Disorders
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I’m not trying to look at the proverbial glass half-empty, but there’s precious little coming out  
of this pandemic that I’d personally characterize as a so-called “positive.” After all, hundreds of  
thousands of lives have been snuffed out by COVID-19 in our country alone, millions infected, 
economies likely ruined for years to come, rampant unemployment, anxiety everywhere, and 
countless lives impacted in ways we cannot yet even fathom.

Still, as glass-half-full friends like to tell me, there’ve been some positives to emerge even from 
this ordeal. For me, it’s been getting an opportunity to see more of Maryland than I ever have, 
and to get reacquainted with some special parts of our state.

Needless to say, Maryland lives up to its unofficial moniker of “America in Miniature,’ with its 
awe-inspiring mountain ranges and hiking trails to urban centers, historic points of interest and 
rural getaways, to breathtaking beaches and coastline. Over the past few months, I’ve trekked 
from the scenic heights of Deep Creek Lake in Western Maryland to Chesapeake City by the  
Delaware line to the Eastern Shore’s Assateague Island.

Not to sound like an overzealous tourism office flack but I can honestly say as a lifelong  
Marylander, I’m astonished by the splendor of our state.

Recently, I visited the Antietam National Battlefield, right outside of the Washington County 
hamlet of Sharpsburg, a little more than an hour from Baltimore. Anytime you feel gloomy about 
the times we’re living in, I recommend a visit.

I know a number of Baltimoreans who’ve never even heard of Antietam, but I first visited the 
battlefield about a decade ago. For the uninitiated, Antietam is the site of the Civil War battle in 
which Northern and Southern forces clashed for the first time on Union soil.

Simply put, it was the mother of all American bloodbaths.
Antietam is infamous because its date — Sept. 17, 1862 — was the bloodiest day in U.S.  

history, with a total of 22,717 dead, wounded or missing, far more than Pearl Harbor, 9/11 or 
D-Day. Also, the Union’s strategic victory there gave President Lincoln the confidence and  
political capital to proceed with the Emancipation Proclamation, theoretically liberating more 
than 3.5 million slaves in the South.

You could say the genuine birth of American freedom occurred in the blood-soaked meadows 
and cornfields of Antietam.

Even if history’s not your passion, you can’t help but be moved by visiting such Antietam sites 
as the Dunker Church, where Confederate forces took defensive positions to gain the strategic 
high ground. Or “Bloody Lane,” where subsequent photos of the carnage awakened countless 
newspaper readers to the horrors of war.

The spot at Antietam that always grabs me by the throat is Burnside’s Bridge. A stone crossing 
over Antietam Creek, Burnside’s Bridge was the scene of fierce fighting for hours. Scores of 
troops were mowed down there. But when you walk across the bridge and along the nearby 
creek, you’re touched by the serenity of this picturesque setting. Only in your mind’s eye can you 
hear the sound of incessant gunfire and the cries of dying young soldiers calling out for their 
mothers. This is holy ground.

And therein lies the incongruity of Antietam, that such a naturally beautiful and tranquil  
landscape was the scene of so much bloodshed and savagery.

This pandemic goes on, but we will somehow survive it. Now is the time to see Maryland and 
its rich history. Trust me, you won’t be disappointed.

    Sincerely, 

Alan Feiler, Editor-in-Chief

 FROM THE EDITOR

Alan Feiler 
Editor-in-Chief 

A Love Letter to Maryland
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By Michael Olesker Poly, there’s Western, there’s the School 
for the Arts — and that’s about it.

It’s also sad that so many families 
choose to avoid the public schools 
completely. I’m reminded of Eric 
Sevareid’s “Not So Wild a Dream,” the 
late CBS news commentator’s wonderful 
post-war autobiography.

In the “complete, leveling atmosphere 
of the public school,” Sevareid wrote, 
a student becomes “almost oblivious 
of social classes. … He acquires more 
respect for brain than for birth. … He 
learns the doing of things together 
as the natural method, and since the 
central problem of our times is the 
social problem, the instinct of working 
together is the most important instinct a 
man can learn.

“Intellectuals go through a phase 
when ‘the team spirit’ is a joke. Later I 
saw it win a war for my country.”

For me, the great mix of race and 
religion and social class personified the 
richest gift of public schools. The future 
mayors were there, and so were the 
“K-Ds.” It was everyone’s introduction to 
our grand diversity.

It’s one more thing the kids are 
missing this year, as they sit in their 
isolation, far from friends, far from the 
American mix. 

A former Baltimore Sun columnist and  
WJZ-TV commentator, Michael Olesker is the 
author of six books. His most recent, “Front 
Stoops in the Fifties: Baltimore Legends 
Come of Age,” was reissued in paperback 
by the Johns Hopkins University Press.

The Wildest of Dreams

T he old man’s name was Henry 
Yost. He stood there with his 
rheumy voice and what must’ve 

been the last high-collared dress shirt 
in all of North America, and told us we 
were now part of a marvelous legacy.

“Gentlemen,” said this esteemed school 
principal, “you have passed your first 
intelligence test by choosing Baltimore 
City College as your high school.”

There were more than 700 of us 
sitting in City’s auditorium that morning, 
adolescent boys trying to hide our 
anxieties on our first day of high school 
precisely 60 years ago.

I’m saddened for all those kids 
cheated out of the complete education 
experience this year because of the 
coronavirus plague. Their loss is a 
reminder of the richness of normal 
school years, particularly for those 
in public schools, with their inclusive 
American mix.

“The future mayor of Baltimore is 
sitting in this room right now,” Yost told 
us that autumn morning in 1960. “That is 
the City College history.”

I was sitting next to my friend Stanley 
Nusenko, who turned and whispered in 
my ear, “He ain’t talkin’ about me.”

The notion of political greatness was 
inconceivable for any of us at age 15.

In that moment, we didn’t know 
that a future U.S. congressman, Dutch 
Ruppersberger, sat among us. And 
that a future U.S. senator, Ben Cardin, 
had only recently preceded us here. 
And that a future U.S. congressman, 
Elijah Cummings, and a future mayor of 
Baltimore, Kurt L. Schmoke, were right 
behind us.

Back then, who knew?
As we walked through City’s crowded 

hallways in the coming days, nobody 
talked about future mayors. Sometimes 
we’d notice upperclassmen looking at 
us disdainfully and muttering a phrase: 
“K-Ds.”

It was shorthand for “knuckle-
draggers.” They were comparing us, with 
some justification, to cave dwellers.

Sometimes the phrase fit. There was 
a 10th-grade geometry teacher named 
Luther Dittman who strode across the 
front of his classroom each afternoon, 
gradebook in hand, and gave oral pop 
quizzes. Get it right, you got an A; get 
it wrong, you took a zero. One day he 
called on a classmate named Brooks,  
the toughest kid in the room.

“Brooks,” said Dittman, pointing to the 
blackboard, “what about the opposite 
angles of a parallelogram?”

In a growl that seemed to come up 
from his sneakers, Brooks answered, 
“Well, what about ‘em?”

It was the cry of the reluctant, 
declaring, “We dare you to try to teach 
us something.” But it was also the fault 
line of every first-rate school: There 
are choices to make here, which will 
affect you for the rest of your lives. Pay 
attention, or pay the price.

It’s a source of delight that City College 
thrives these days. Well over 90 percent 
of its graduates go on to college.

But it’s a source of sadness that so 
few public high schools in the city of 
Baltimore offer such richness. There’s 

For me, the great mix of race and religion 
and social class personified the richest  
gift of public schools.

 OPINIONS & COMMENTARIES
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Lynne B. Kahn 
(center), founder and 
executive director of 
the Baltimore Hunger 
Project: “It’s a powerful 
emotion knowing I can 
do this. I look around 
and I’m amazed at 
the response from the 
community.” (Photo  
by Kate Grewal)

down schools in March, the Cockeys-
ville-based nonprofit provided weekend 
food packages to approximately 700 
students in Baltimore City and County. 
But when COVID-19 forced virtually ev-
erything to close, the BHP was required 
to pivot its food distribution methods 
and tactics.

Currently, the organization distributes 
approximately 1,500 weekend food 
packages to students as recommended 
by their schools. The food in those bags 
cost about $3,000 per week. 

In addition, the BHP added five distri-
bution sites in Baltimore County for fam-
ilies to obtain bread, eggs and produce. 

“We were founded on the mission of 
weekend childhood hunger,” says Kahn, 
51, a full-time CPA and Beth El congre-
gant who founded the BHP in November 
of 2014. “What we realized when schools 
closed was that when kids don’t have 
access to food Monday through Friday, 
they are hungry all the time, not just on 
the weekends. And these kids don’t live 
alone, so we shifted to provide home-
cooked meals, bread and produce for 
the entire family.” 

Kahn says the BHP serves about 450 
families at each location, the equivalent 
of feeding 2,250 people, plus the 1,500 
weekend food bags for kids. 

“It’s a powerful emotion knowing I can 
do this,” says Kahn. “I look around and 
I’m amazed at the response from the 
community.”

Along with the 80-plus regular volun-
teers that staff the BHP warehouse, pack 
food bags and distribute, there are many 
local organizations, businesses and 
groups that donate food to ensure that 
local families do not go hungry. 

Some of those organizations include 
H&S Bakery, which has donated 2,000 
loaves of bread every week since March; 
the Baltimore County Executive’s Office, 
which contributes produce; Rouge 
Catering, which donates home-cooked 
meals to distribute; Saval Foods, which 
has provided families with boxes of pro-
duce, milk and protein; and Chik-Fil-A, 
which donated more than 150 chicken 
sandwiches. 

And it’s not only food that BHP pro-
vides for families. Since March, the BHP 
has partnered with the Baltimore-based 

Since the pandemic’s start, the Baltimore Hunger Project has 
watched the needs of food-insecure families skyrocket.

By Aliza Friedlander / Senior Writer

Every Friday morning, Owings Mills 
resident Lynne B. Kahn spends 
hours distributing meals to fami-

lies who are food insecure at one of five 
Baltimore County sites.

“The need for food has steadily 
increased since March,” says Kahn, 
founder and executive director of the 
Baltimore Hunger Project. “We see the 
same families each week, as well as new 
families.” 

Before the coronavirus pandemic shut 

To Nourish and 
Help Flourish
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nonprofit Art with a Heart to send home 
art projects to children; with Port Discov-
ery to send home play packs; and with 
the Maryland Book Bank to distribute 
1,000 books each month as a way to 
enhance and enlighten children’s minds. 

Plus, individual donors have funded 
extra computers for kids and utility 
shopping carts for families to take their 
food home. 

“We have hundreds of walkers who 
show up to our sites, and the amount of 
food we give them is too great for them 
to carry home,” Kahn says. “These carts 
will be for those walkers to own. Prior 
to getting them, we had an individual 
donor give a family a wagon for her to 
put her food in. The volunteer noticed 
the woman was coming to get the food 
with her young kids and couldn’t hold 
everything. Now, she can.” 

According to the Chicago-based hun-
ger relief organization Feeding America, 
one in nine individuals and one in six 
children in Maryland are considered 
food insecure or “lacking in reliable 
access to a sufficient quantity of afford-
able, nutritious food.” 

Pre-pandemic food insecurity was at 
its lowest ebb since the “Great Reces-
sion” of 2007-2009.

The COVID-19 crisis is expected to 
contribute to worsening the hunger 
problem even more and is in line with 
the Kahn sees on the frontlines. 

“We are creating a beautiful relation-
ship with these families,” she says. “One 
little boy comes and asks how I’m doing 
and tells me about school. There are 
two other girls who come to grab food 
during their school breaks and tell me all 
about how their days are going. And we 
have one gentleman who has been com-
ing since March and now comes early to 
help us distribute. He puts his food to 
the side and stays for the next two hours 
to help us hand out food to others.

“Distributing food to these families 
is the highlight of my week,” Kahn says. 
“I’m really proud of what we are doing, 
and couldn’t do it without all the people 
who help.” 

For information, visit www.baltimore 
hungerproject.org.
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The historic Lloyd Street Synagogue (left) is shown here in June of 2018 during the third annual 
Jonestown Festival. (Photo by Steve Ruark)

then known as Nidche Yisroel, an Or-
thodox shul consisting of approximately 
60 members and led by Rabbi Abraham 
Rice. The Bavarian-born Rice was the first 
ordained rabbi in the United States.

In 1889, BHC sold the building to the St. 
John the Baptist Roman Catholic Church 
and moved to the Madison Avenue Temple 
in the Bolton Hill area. In 1905, the building 
was then sold to Shomrei Mishmeres 
HaKodesh, an Orthodox congregation of 
Eastern European Jews that worshipped at 
the synagogue facility until 1963.

“As Jews left the neighborhood in the 
1950s and moved to northwest Baltimore, 
the synagogue was closed, fell into dis-
repair and was scheduled for demolition 
in the 1960s,” write Lois Zanow and Sally 
Johnston in their 2010 book, “Monuments 
to Heaven: Baltimore’s Historic Houses of 
Worship” (AuthorHouse).

The building was rescued from the 
wrecking ball largely due to the efforts of 
prominent members of the Jewish com-
munity and Wilbur H. Hunter, the longtime 
director of the Peale Museum. The pres-
ervation of the Lloyd Street shul served as 
the catalyst for the creation of the Jewish 
Historical Society of Maryland, precursor 
to the JMM.

Designed by Baltimore architects Robert 
Cary Long Jr. and William H. Reasin, the 
synagogue building — which in non-pan-
demic times is exclusively used as a mu-
seum and special events venue operated 
by the JMM — was listed on the National 
Registry of Historic Places in 1978.

In 2008, the JMM conducted a $1 million 
restoration project of the synagogue with 
the Save America’s Treasures grant pro-
gram, and the building was restored to its 
1864 appearance.

Nine years ago, a mikveh, or ritual bath, 
was discovered by archaeologists under-
neath the Lloyd Street Synagogue. It is be-
lieved to be the oldest known mikveh in the 
nation, dating back to the shul’s founding.

On Sunday, Nov. 15, at 1 p.m., a second 
virtual gathering will be presented for the 
anniversary celebration. Pinkert will speak 
about “Illowy vs. Einhorn: A Battle for the 
Jewish Soul.” Pinkert’s talk will explore the 
sharply differing viewpoints of Rabbi Dr. 
Bernard Illowy of the Lloyd Street shul 
and Har Sinai Congregation’s Rabbi David 
Einhorn on the eve of the Civil War. While 

The Grand Dame
Yearlong virtual series to mark 175th anniversary  

of the Lloyd Street Synagogue.

By Alan Feiler / Editor-in-Chief

M ost folks would agree that 
for 175 years old, the Lloyd 
Street Synagogue — that grand 

dame of vintage Jewish East Baltimore — 
still looks pretty darned good.

To celebrate the 175th anniversary of 
the founding of Maryland’s oldest syna-
gogue, the Jewish Museum of Maryland 
and The Associated: Jewish Federation 
of Baltimore is holding a series of virtual 
events through September of 2021.

The kick-off event was held Oct. 1, with 
Sheilah Kast of WYPR-88.1 FM hosting a 
90-minute program titled “The Many Lives 
of Lloyd Street: A Synagogue Celebrates 
175 Years.”

During the program, Marvin Pinkert,  
the JMM’s outgoing executive director, 
hosted a live trivia contest and Q&A 
session about the shul, which is adjacent 

to the museum’s campus and the historic 
B’nai Israel Synagogue.

The event featured a talk by Dr. Jonathan 
D. Sarna, professor of Near Eastern and 
Judaic Studies at Brandeis University, 
about the synagogue’s early period and its 
iconic stained-glass Star of David, believed 
to be the first of its kind on any building 
exterior in the nation.

In addition, Cantor Robbie Solomon, can-
tor emeritus of Baltimore Hebrew Congrega-
tion, performed cantorial musical selections 
and Jewish hymns of the mid-19th century 
that were likely performed at the Lloyd 
Street Synagogue during its early years.

The third-oldest standing Jewish house 
of worship in the United States, the Greek 
Revival-style Lloyd Street Synagogue 
was dedicated on Sept. 26, 1845. It was 
the first synagogue building of BHC, 
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Illowy advocated the South’s legal right to 
secession and slave ownership, Einhorn 
was an outspoken abolitionist.

On April 19, 1861, Einhorn fled to Phil-
adelphia after a Baltimore mob attempt-
ed to tar and feather him for writing an 
anti-slavery column. Excerpts from the 
writings of both Illowy and Einhorn will be 
read during the virtual presentation.

“Rabbi Einhorn honored Jewish values, 
[while] Rabbi Illowy took his position 
because he most likely felt pressure from 
his community [to support the Confedera-
cy and take a stance anathema to Reform 
Judaism],” Pinkert said. (BHC officially 
became a Reform congregation in 1871.)

Pinkert said he selected the Illowy-Einhorn 
flashpoint as a topic due to “the fact that  
I’d known about this subject long before 
I even knew about the Jewish Museum of 
Maryland. So I could personally relate to it.”

He also said the topic reflects the 
turbulence of political life and discourse 
in contemporary Jewish circles. “We see 
there are enormous divisions today in the 
Jewish community,” Pinkert said.

In future anniversary programming, 
Pinkert said the Lloyd Street Synagogue’s 
place in history as a symbol of religious 
freedom in Maryland will be explored. 
“[The building of the synagogue] repre-
sented the final triumph of the Jewish 
community against the prejudices of the 
constitution of the state of Maryland,” 
Pinkert said. 

For information about 175th anniversary 
series, visit jewishmuseummd.org

The synagogue was 
rescued from the 

wrecking ball largely 
due to the efforts of 

prominent members of 
the Jewish community 
and Wilbur H. Hunter, 
director of the Peale 

Museum.
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The pandemic has been challeng-
ing for everyone, but particularly 
for young singles whose dating 

lives have been disrupted by the fear 
of contagion and the need for social 
distancing. 

“People my age have been really con-
fused about how they can get to meet 
people during this time,” says Rebecca 
Shapiro, 24, a Pikesville native who now 
lives in Los Angeles. “They’re home alone 
and they need some entertainment.”

A graduate of Krieger Schechter 
Day School, the Park School and Tufts 
University, Shapiro recently launched 
“Listening for Love,” a podcast to provide 
dating support to her peers. Hosted 
by Shapiro, the podcast takes listeners 
along on a blind virtual date. 

While working full-time as an assistant 

to a writer/producer at a Hollywood film 
and television production company, 
Shapiro says she frequently takes on 
freelance gigs “to keep her creative juic-
es flowing.” She characterizes herself as 
a “people person who loves connecting 
her friends.” 

Before the pandemic, Shapiro 
watched the popular Netflix reality show 
“Love is Blind,” which brands itself a “so-
cial experiment where single men and 
women look for love and get engaged, 
all before meeting in person.”

Although she enjoyed the show, Sha-
piro says some things about it troubled 
her. “Everyone was gorgeous, and [the 
contestants] all wanted to be famous 
and all wanted to get married,” she says. 
“I thought, ‘What if there was a stripped-
down version of the show, and what if 

the audience couldn’t see the contes-
tants either?’ That’s a podcast.”

But she shelved the project, deeming 
it a tad too ambitious at that moment in 
her life.

One morning during the pandemic, 
however, Shapiro, who is single, decided 
she wanted to “fix up [her] friends. I 
started pitching my friends on Instagram 
with a picture, a bio and a couple of 
sentences from me about why they’re 
amazing. We called it ‘Quarantinder.’”

The initial feedback was quite positive 
and made Shapiro feel connected to oth-
ers, something she needed to counter-
act the isolation of the pandemic. 

Soon, Shapiro began organizing Zoom 
happy hours to connect her friends. 
But she found them “frustrating” since 
people were talking over each other and 
no one could talk privately. 

After consulting with her sister, 
Rachel, a high school teacher who knew 
how to create breakout rooms on Zoom, 
she added that feature to the happy 
hours. 

“It was kind of like speed-dating,” 
Shapiro says. “After the happy hours, I 
had people fill out surveys, and if they 
expressed interest in someone at the 
happy hour, I would connect them. 
There were matches that came from 
those.”

Over the summer, Shapiro came back 
to Baltimore and returned to the pod-
cast concept. By early September, it was 
ready to launch. 

“People helped with the cover art 
and the music,” she says. “It was a way 
to stay connected during that time. 
Everyone was open and excited to try 
something new.”

The first installment of “Listening 
for Love” features Grace and Val, two 
acquaintances of Shapiro who were “will-
ing to put themselves out there.” Val was 
originally from Baltimore, although he 
and Shapiro met in L.A. 

Before participating in the podcast, 
Grace and Val were strangers who knew 
nothing about each other. Shapiro says 
she does her best to create a viable 
match. Unlike some other reality dating 
shows, she says she’s not trying to 
create drama to grow ratings but simply 
wants to make people happy. 

 COMMUNITY

Playing with Matches
A new podcast created by a Pikesville native aims  

to help young singles find love.

By Simone Ellin / Associate Editor

Rebecca Shapiro: “In the current moment, full of divisiveness and disconnect, I hope listeners find 
a sense of connectedness in the podcast.” (Provided photo)
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So far, Shapiro has volunteers for the 
next three episodes. For the show’s first 
season, she plans to choose singles from 
the L.A. area. But she hopes to broaden 
the casting pool to other locations in the 
future. 

Shapiro says she’s not too concerned 
about running out of people to fix up. 
“I get plenty of referrals,” she says. “But 
I joke around that some people on the 
show will be people I met on a dating 
app or tried to date but are in the ‘friend 
zone.’ I would have loved if someone 
had a show like this for me!”

A former Chizuk Amuno congregant 
whose parents, Sarah and David, live in 
Pikesville, Shapiro says she believes her 
Jewish heritage has much to do with her 
matchmaking aspirations.

“It’s that idea of putting trust in other 
people in the community who know 
what’s best for you,” she says. “I’m not 
saying I know what’s best for my friends, 
but there’s something better about 
having your friends fix you up than using 
a dating app. I know all these amazing 
people. I’ve always looked at how to con-
nect them. It’s like, ‘How can I strengthen 
my community?’”

Shapiro says “Listening for Love” 
debuts at an ideal time in American cul-
ture. “In the current moment, full of divi-
siveness and disconnect, I hope listeners 
find a sense of connectedness in the 
podcast,” she says. “I hope it encourages 
listeners to seek out this kind of no-frills 
connection, be it with new friends and 
potential partners or old friends and 
longtime partners.” 

The "Listening for Love" podcast is  
available on Spotify and most podcast 
streaming sites.

“I’m not saying I know 
what’s best for my friends, 

but there’s something 
better about having your 

friends fix you up than 
using a dating app.”

—Rebecca Shapiro

Michael F. Klein

The officers, board, and staff of the American Technion Society 
(ATS) mourn the loss of Michael F. Klein. He was a member of the 
ATS-Baltimore Leadership Council, former member of the national 
BOD, and honorary lifetime member of the Technion Board of 
Governors. He was a Technion Guardian, whose many gifts 
included the Michael F. Klein Architectural Studio Complex. He 
received a Technion Honorary Fellowship and took part in the 21st 
Century Leadership Development Program.

We extend our condolences to his wife Jennifer and the entire 
Klein Family.

American Technion Society 
Steve Berger, President 
Zahava Bar-Nir, Chair of the Board 
Michael Waxman-Lenz, CEO 
John C. Davidson, Baltimore Leadership Council President
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Barry Bogage, 
executive 
director of the 
Maryland/Israel 
Development 
Center: “[Israel 
is] a high 
tech-oriented 
country that is 
strong in the 
same industries 
as Maryland.” 
(Provided photo)

Since the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, business — particularly 
global commerce — has been far 

from normal. 
With international travel largely halted, 

companies are mostly relegated to con-
ducting meetings via Zoom or WhatsApp. 
But those technological platforms may not 
be enough for closing deals or keeping in 
touch with overseas clients.

The Maryland/Israel Development 
Center recently launched the BizRepUSA 
program to help Israeli companies find 
qualified business development represen-
tatives and contacts in the U.S. market-
place while prevented from traveling 
during the pandemic. 

A nonprofit, the MIDC is a public-private 
partnership of the Maryland Department 
of Commerce, the Israeli Ministry of 
Economy and Trade, and The Associated: 
Jewish Federation of Baltimore.

Through the free BizRepUSA program, 
the MIDC will introduce Israeli executives 
and entrepreneurs to business develop-
ment professionals with specific expertise 
in such fields as medical technology, digi-

A new Maryland/Israel Development Center program  
helps Israeli companies during the pandemic.

Across the Miles

By Caryn R. Sagal

utive director since its inception in 1992, 
about the new initiative.

How exactly does BizRepUSA work?
American business development profes-
sionals will send us their CV [curriculum 
vitae] or company’s statement of capabili-
ties, and we’ll post it on our website. Israeli 
executives and entrepreneurs will review 
the profiles, tell us which ones are of in-
terest, and send us their company profile 
and job description to show the American 
professionals.

Upon mutual consent, we will introduce 
the business development professionals 
and Israeli company executives to directly 
negotiate their own contractual arrange-
ments regarding responsibilities, time and 
payment.

Once the companies sign up, how long 
does it typically take to make introduc-
tions? Very fast. It can be within days.

How many companies have been 
helped so far? We’ve been recruiting 
throughout the summer. In September, 
we started announcing the program and 
listing it with economic development 
agencies. 

Already, approximately 18 Mary-
land-based business development pro-
fessionals have signed up and we’re just 
starting to hear from Israeli entrepreneurs. 

What’s the overall mission of the MIDC? 
We help Israeli companies optimize their 
U.S. market entry strategy, find customers, 
distributors and collaborators and open 
an American office. This involves every-
thing from structuring the company to 
finding a facility to staffing the office. 
We help American companies export to Is-
rael by finding customers, distributors and 
partners. We also provide introductions to 
freight forwarders and customs brokers, 
banks for letters of credit and other 
international trade service providers. And 
we can find innovators and entrepreneurs 
with complementary technologies to en-
hance their existing product line.

Why is Maryland attractive to Israelis?
Maryland has one of the most educated 
and affluent populations in the country. 
We’re very scientific- and technology-ori-

 COMMUNITY

tal health, bio-technology, environment, 
cybersecurity, information technology, 
homeland security and defense. 

The MIDC will recruit and screen the 
business development representatives 
and post their profiles on its website for 
Israeli companies to review and select. 
Upon mutual consent, the MIDC will 
introduce the business development 
professionals and Israeli company ex-
ecutives to directly negotiate their own 
contractual arrangements regarding 
responsibilities, time and payment. 

“With travel restrictions likely to 
continue in some form until a COVID-19 
vaccine or treatment is developed, Israeli 
companies need to keep in front of their 
American customers,” Yifat Alon Perel, 
minister of economic and trade affairs 
at the Embassy of Israel in the U.S., said 
in a statement. “The MIDC’s BizRepUSA 
program will provide them representa-
tion in the U.S. market so they stay close 
to their customers until international 
travel fully resumes.”

Jmore recently spoke with Barry 
Bogage, who has served as MIDC’s exec-
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ented due to the number of federal 
labs here, as well as Johns Hopkins and 
the University of Maryland. With all this 
scientific talent, there are a lot of ad-
vanced technology companies here, and 
there’s a big market here for the kinds of 
products made in Israel such as medical 
technology, biotech, cybersecurity and 
defense.

Why should Maryland companies do 
business with Israel? Known as “The 
Start-Up Nation,” Israel is a globally 
recognized hub of technological inno-
vation. It’s a high tech-oriented country 
that is strong in the same industries as 
Maryland. 

What challenges has COVID-19 pre-
sented? Our primary goal is to help 
Israeli companies open offices and 
factories in Maryland, but businesses 
currently are delaying those decisions 
due to the COVID pandemic. 

For Israeli entrepreneurs, that usually 
means extensive travel for face-to-face 
meetings to cultivate potential clients 
about the value of their new technology 
and viability of their start-up company. 
They are now limited to virtual meetings, 
but need professional representation in 
the U.S. market.

And for Israeli businesses already 
doing business here, they cannot disap-
pear from the American market. They 
must stay in contact with their custom-
ers, investors, suppliers, partners and 
prospects.

How is MIDC assisting? We recently 
held webinars on “Israeli COVID Testing 
and Tracing Solutions” and “How to Stay 
in Touch with Your American Custom-
ers during the Coronavirus Pandemic.”

Next, we’ll host “International Cyber 
security Partners and Perspectives — 
Israel and Maryland” on Oct. 22 and 
“Israel in the Shadow of COVID-19: Just 
the Facts” on Nov. 17. 

We’re also planning to host one later 
in the year on the new landscape for 
venture capital investing. 

For information, visit marylandisrael.org.

Caryn R. Sagal is a Baltimore-based public 
relations consultant and freelance writer.
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H ow’d you sleep last night? 
Hopefully better than I did.  
I tossed and turned for hours 

before finally dozing off, only to be 
awakened by a phone call around 4 a.m. 

Or maybe I just dreamt the phone call? 
Then the tossing and turning started again. 

As I sit down to write this article, my 
head feels heavy, my body aches and my 
eyes burn. Why does sleep, such a nat-
ural and essential part of being human, 
tend to be a challenging pursuit for so 
many of us? 

It’s just one of the questions tackled 
by the American Visionary Art Museum 
in its new exhibition, “The Science and 
Mystery of Sleep,” which opens Oct. 10 
and runs through August of 2022.

I recently spoke with Rebecca Alban 
Hoffberger, the AVAM’s founder, cura-
tor and director, about the museum’s 
dreamiest show to date. 

Jmore: Sleep — why is that a good 
topic for an exhibition?
Hoffberger: As many scientists tell us, 
sleep is even more important than diet 
and exercise as a determinant of our 
health and longevity. Changing your 
sleep habits can greatly improve health. 

Fox example, by simply eliminating 
Daylight Saving Time, suicide and heart 
attack rates would fall by retaining the 
extra hour of sleep.

The exhibition looks at sleep from a 
variety of viewpoints, right? Yes. We 
explore sleep’s latest, most cutting-edge 
scientific research, along with age-old 
and multi-cultural, best folk wisdom.

Talk a little about the science of 
sleep. Matthew Walker [a sleep expert 
and professor of neuroscience and 
psychology at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley] has found that men who 
sleep less than five hours a night have 
smaller testicles, and a lack of sleep 
also decreases hormones in women. 
He says, ‘Humans are the only animal 
that intentionally curtails sleep.’ And the 
World Health Organization found that 
people who do nightshift work are more 
susceptible to some types of cancer. 

The exhibition includes an 18-step 
recipe for good sleep. [For instance,] 65 
degrees is the best sleeping temperature. 

We’re also hoping [the exhibition] will 

The American Visionary Art 
Museum’s new exhibition on 

sleep is no snoozefest.

By Simone Ellin / Associate Editor

Sweet Dreams

Among the pieces featured in "The Science and 
Mystery of Sleep" are (left) "Enigma del Sogno 
o il Risveglion" by Italian artist Alessandro 
Siciordr and "Jumping on Grandma's Bed" by 
Florida painter Woodie Long. (Provided)
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encourage little kids and teenagers to 
have a greater understanding of the im-
portance of sleep. There are a lot of polls 
now about starting high school  
later [in the day]. When the hormones 
start kicking in, kids need more sleep.  
If they don’t get it, it lowers test scores 
and grades.

What about the exhibition’s visual 
components? It is anchored by three 
handmade bedrooms by visionary artists 
— one by [the late Romanian-American 
artist] Noche Crist, who painted and 
sculpted a dream bed. Then, we have 
a beautiful bedroom set from Adrian 
Lee Kellard, a very handsome young 
man who was HIV-positive when that 
was a death sentence. He loved going 
to church, but then [because he was 
HIV-positive] was told not to come to 
services. So he transformed his bedroom 
into a church.

And one [artwork] by Sam “The Dot 
Man” McMillan that was given to us 12 
years ago and we wanted to include it. 

We also have [replicas of] Alex Grey’s 
paintings “Dying” and “Insomnia.” I chose 
Alex Grey’s exquisite, very spiritual paint-
ing image “Dying” to best illustrate the 
Talmudic wisdom, ‘Sleep is 1/60 of death.’

I used the image ‘Enigma del Sogno o il 
Risveglion’ that stunned me with its beauty 
by a young Italian artist Alessandro Siciordr, 
who paints like an 18th-century mystic, 
for the ideal image to illustrate the second 
part of the Talmudic wisdom, “Dreams are 
1/60 of prophecy.” I am intrigued by pre-
cognitive dreams of everyday people, the 
times we have a dream that later comes 
true in every detail.

Like most of my shows, the exhibit 
is laden with quotes like the Talmudic 
quotes and ‘Sleep is the best meditation’ 
by the Dalai Lama, and “Never go to bed 
mad. Stay up and fight” by [comedian] 
Phyllis Diller.

The exhibition also links sleep to cre-
ativity. The exhibit talks about the hyp-
nogogic state championed by Dr. George 
Church, a virologist, neurologist, genet-

icist and a narcoleptic. The hypnogogic 
state is the period of transition between 
sleeping and being awake. When we’re 
stuck on a problem, we get some of our 
best ideas in the period between waking 
and sleeping. 

We also talk about the magic of naps. 
Some of the most famous nap-takers 
were Leonardo da Vinci, Ludwig van  
Beethoven and [Nikola] Tesla. When 
we’re stuck on a creative problem that 
the conscious waking mind can’t solve, 
some people can train themselves to take 
a nap and come up with a solution. 

[Baltimore-born filmmaker] Arna  
Vodenos put together a film about George 
Church and a local guy named Landis 
Expandis, an artist and musician who 
plays all the music in the video. He’s very 
articulate in singing, and he did a song and 
interview about how he gets his best ideas 
for songs when he sleeps. 

For information about the American  
Visionary Art Museum and the “The Science 
and Mystery of Sleep,” visit avam.org.
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I
t’s no secret that smoking is an  
addiction that plagues many Amer-
icans. According to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention,  
approximately 34.2 million individu-

als over the age of 18 smoke cigarettes 
on a regular basis.

“Nicotine is one of the most highly 
addictive substances known to man,” 
says Raiza Schreiber, a clinical nurse at 
the Tobacco Treatment Clinic at Johns 
Hopkins Bayview Medical Center in East 
Baltimore. “In fact, it’s the only substance 
that switches normal neurotransmitters 
in the brain into nicotine receptors. That 
means for someone who is addicted to 

THE TOBACCO 
TREATMENT CLINIC 
AT JOHNS HOPKINS 
BAYVIEW OFFERS A 
UNIQUE APPROACH TO 
SMOKING CESSATION.

By Aliza Friedlander / Senior Writer

Breath of Fresh Air
nicotine, there is brain-signaling to their 
body that they need nicotine. It’s  
a chemical imbalance.”

That imbalance makes it challenging, 
but not impossible, to quit smoking. 
And helping people quit is exactly what 
Schreiber does through her position at 
the Tobacco Treatment Clinic.

“Tobacco cessation is for any type of 
tobacco users and includes cigarettes,  
cigars, e-cigarettes and vaping,” she says. 
“At the clinic, we treat patients with any 
kind of nicotine or tobacco habit who 
are looking to quit. We’ve had patients 
join the clinic smoke-free who want help 
preventing relapse all the way to heavy 
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that make the Tobacco Treatment 
Clinic’s approach to quitting smoking 
unique.

“The constant touch points are what 
makes this clinic successful,” says 
Schreiber, who calls between six and 12 
patients weekly. “The touch points aren’t 
meant to be a reminder for them to stay 
on track. Instead, it’s a support system 
where we offer a lot of encouragement 
to our patients who are struggling to 
see the successes they are having. I 
have a lot of patients who are so hard 
on themselves, and I try to remind them 
how great they are doing. Helping them 
recognize their own successes and giving 
them hope is a big part of what makes 
this all work.”  

Schreiber says she hopes to start a 
virtual support group for patients to 
connect with one another because with 
the coronavirus pandemic, those touch 
points are more necessary than ever. 

“When COVID-19 first broke out, I 
called all our patients and reminded 
them to cut themselves some slack 
during the quarantine,” says Schreiber, 
who started seeing patients virtually 
during the lockdown. “We know the two 

badly want to quit. They are motivated 
and determined. For me, to have the  
opportunity to help them on their jour-
ney is gratifying and fulfilling.” 

Patients begin their journey at the 
two-year clinic with an initial intake  
session at which they go over their en-
tire smoking history with Dr. Galiatsatos, 
including how their body breaks down 
and metabolizes nicotine. 

The first year of the clinic is focused 
on quitting smoking and the second year 
concentrates on continual communica-
tion and support to prevent relapse. The 
personalized approach is the key to the 
patients’ success. 

“The clinic is geared toward enabling 
patients to quit smoking in a practical 
and supported manner,” says Schreiber. 
“If you are diagnosed with diabetes, the 
doctor doesn’t tell you to fix your insulin 
intake and come back when you’re better. 
The same is needed with tobacco or nic-
otine addiction. Patients need medical 
care when they are trying to quit. That 
care includes medication, support,  
education and constant touch points.”

One of Schreiber’s main roles at the 
clinic is to educate patients on how to 

Raiza Schreiber: “At the clinic, we treat 
patients with any kind of nicotine or  
tobacco habit who are looking to quit.” 
(Provided photo)

In terms of smoking, throughout this time, I've been impressed with all our 
patients who are incredibly strong and dedicated to their journey.
— RAIZA SCHREIBER

use medications that are proven to help 
with smoking cessation.

“Most people don’t know how to use 
relievers like nicotine gum, lozenges, 
patches and spray,” she says. “A lot 
of people that complain nicotine gum 
makes them feel sick or that patches 
don’t work. These medications take a 
few months to kick in before a patient 
will see any changes, but most people 
only give them a few weeks. 

“Part of what we do is track their 
medications, check in and follow up with 
patients to make sure everything  
is being used correctly.”

It’s the touch points and education 

smokers. The clinic as a whole is geared 
toward helping and enabling patients to 
quit in a practical and supportive way.” 

A first of its kind in the state of Mary-
land, the Tobacco Treatment Clinic is 
staffed by a team of doctors and nurses, 
led by Dr. Panagis Galiatsatos. Since its 
start in 2018, the clinical team has treated 
more than 200 patients.  

“I became a nurse to help patients 
and to be able to provide them with 
tools and education they need to help 
themselves,” says Schreiber, a member 
of Kol Torah Synagogue in Northwest 
Baltimore. “Most of my patients are tired 
and aggravated with smoking and so 

biggest triggers for smoking are stress 
and boredom. The quarantine was both 
of those things. I reminded patients they 
may have small setbacks and that’s all 
right. We all had to focus on our mental 
and physical health, and that the most 
important thing was they were keeping 
themselves safe. 

“In terms of smoking, throughout this 
time, I’ve been impressed with all our 
patients who are incredibly strong and 
dedicated to their journey.” 

For information, visit hopkinsmedicine.org/
pulmonary/patient-care/tobacco- treat-
ment-clinic.html.
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A Safe & Secure Workspace
At the onset of COVID, business was disrupted overnight. 

Our customers’ needs and priorities changed, as did ours. And 
while Advance remained steadfast in our mission to improve 
our customers’ businesses, how we do so had to rapidly evolve 
with the changing landscape. Advance needed to support 
our customers differently through an unprecedented crisis. 
So Advance acted immediately to arm our customers with 
technology and support that enabled them to remain operational 
through the crisis, while improving their businesses long-term.

To truly understand how COVID was impacting our 
customers, we sat down (virtually – of course!) with many of 
them to understand how the current climate affected their 
organizations and their new challenges. How have they needed 
to pivot their strategy? What impact did the pandemic have on 
their long-term goals? Predictably we heard that they needed to 
work effectively in a remote environment. But overwhelmingly, 

they shared their desire to bring their teams back into the office 
in a safe and effective manner to improve productivity, resource 
management, and most importantly, for cultural preservation. 
Armed with the latest insights from our customers, Advance 
quickly developed and provided the tools, technology, and 
support to help our clients create safe, secure, and efficient 
workspaces for employees and guests, while also enabling 
remote workers to execute seamlessly and securely from 
anywhere.

Since each organization has unique circumstances and 
goals, Advance deploys an assessment process to understand 
the current environment and develops and deploys an 
ecosystem of technology, software, and processes, such as no-
contact temperature-scanning kiosks and software, to digitize 
their previously manual or people-based workflows, to help our 
partners work more efficiently and safely from anywhere.

Learn more at www.advancestuff.com/jmore

advancestuff.com/jmore | 410.252.4800  
10755 York Road, Cockeysville, MD 21030

Jeff Elkin
President 

Advance Business Systems



Now in its third year, Keswick Community Health’s Wise & 
Well Center for Healthy Living had to do some quick thinking 
to continue serving its 300 members during the pandemic. The 
Center provides people aged 50+ with a range of services and 
activities including access to healthcare providers, educational 
programs, and social activities. Usually these programs are 
offered in person but, like many organizations, the Center had to 
adapt its model to ensure that members and staff stayed healthy 
and safe during these trying times. Through a combination of 
telephone, virtual, and socially distant events and programs, the 
Center is continuing to meet the needs of older adults who want 
to live their best possible life.

 “Our goal is to help people in the community live well, age 
well, and be well,” says Susan Bender, Director of Education and 
Enrichment. “We’re here to support them in their endeavor.”

 When the Center had to close in March, the staff continued 
its mission of connecting with its members by making weekly 
phone calls and offering online classes such as yoga, line dancing, 

and cooking demonstrations. And now that restrictions have 
eased to some extent, events such as “jazz on the lawn” have 
given members the opportunity to mingle with others in a socially 
distant way. Wise & Well members report that they value the 
relationship of being part of a community where they can learn 
and practice new lifestyle habits that help them manage their 
health so they can stay active and engaged in activities that they 
enjoy.

 Throughout these past months, one thing has remained 
constant. “People need to feel engaged,” says Bender, “and our 
creative education team and community partners have listened 
carefully to what our members want. Wise & Well members can 
engage with us in-person at the Center where we wear masks, 
wash hands and practice social distancing in small groups or use 
technology and a virtual platform where we can engage with them 
right from their own home. Either way, we have welcomed this 
opportunity to help them continue on their journey to health and 
well-being in whatever ways work for them.”

choosekeswick.org | 410.662.4363 
700 W. 40th Street, Baltimore, MD

Susan Bender
Director of Education and Enrichment

Keswick Community  
Health Wise & Well Center  

for Healthy Living
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Vaccines are on everybody’s mind these days, and the University 
of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB), is a global leader in vaccine research and 
development. “Vaccines are a proven method to prevent serious illness, 
a lifetime of complications, or even death,” says Bruce E. Jarrell, MD, 
FACS, reminding us of what the outlook looked like before the advent 
of vaccines for such diseases as smallpox, polio, and the measles. Dr. 
Jarrell was recently named president of the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore, having previously served as interim president guiding the 
University’s efforts to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic.

The University of Maryland, Baltimore is one of many institutions 
around the world pursuing research into the development of a safe 
and effective vaccine for the coronavirus. To date, UMB has been 
involved in three vaccine trials and while it’s too early for a vaccine to 
be on the market, preliminary results are encouraging. “For over 40 
years, researchers at UMB have worked to develop, test and deploy 
vaccines around the world. In fact, we were the first in the U.S. to test 
experimental COVID-19 vaccine candidates developed by Pfizer and 
BioNTech,” says Dr. Jarrell, who has participated in one of those trials. “I 

believe that it’s important for me to volunteer for research trials from 
an altruistic standpoint but also to demonstrate confidence in just how 
good UMB’s research programs are,” he says.

Participation in clinical trials by a broad spectrum of society is an 
important aspect of vaccine development. “There is great diversity in 
our country and here in Maryland, and it is important that vaccines are 
tested on as broad a sample as possible, so that we know the vaccine 
works for everyone” says Dr. Jarrell. “Vaccines go through very rigorous 
testing and, in general, are very safe and effective in preventing disease 
and saving lives.”

Dr. Jarrell reminds parents that it’s especially important to keep up 
with their children’s vaccinations even if they are in a virtual learning 
environment during the pandemic. “Diseases such as measles, mumps, 
and chicken pox don’t go away just because children might not be in 
school at the moment,” he says, adding that vaccines for most children 
are safe, with a much smaller risk of complications from the vaccine 
than from the disease itself. “Ask yourself, what’s in the best interest 
of my child?” 

University of Maryland, Baltimore
umaryland.edu  | 620 W. Lexington St., Baltimore

Bruce E. Jarrell,  
MD, FACS

President 

University of Maryland,  
Baltimore (UMB)
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well-being in whatever ways work for them.”

choosekeswick.org | 410.662.4363 
700 W. 40th Street, Baltimore, MD

Susan Bender
Director of Education and Enrichment

Keswick Community  
Health Wise & Well Center  

for Healthy Living
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 n shing
   i s  f o r e v e r !

COVER STORY

O
ver the past quarter of 
a century, many won-
derful neighborhoods 
and communities in 

the Baltimore metropolitan area 
have evolved into authentic 
dining destinations, with myriad 
independent eating establish-
ments and homegrown “rock 
star” chefs. Just check out the 
Food Network and Travel Chan-
nel sometime.

But now, Charm City’s 
once-thriving culinary commu-
nity has been hit hard by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We’ve lost 
many of our favorite bistros 
and eateries, and the impact is 
far-reaching, from farmers to 
restaurant staff to delivery truck 
drivers and many others. 

Approximately 40 percent 
of restaurants will likely close 
due to the pandemic, according 
to Brian Boston, chair of the 
Restaurant Association of Mary-

land’s political action committee, 
which works with politicians on 
hospitality industry concerns.

“Restaurants are still waiting 
for additional help via the Pay-
check Protection Program, and 
with the weather getting colder 
and not being at full capacity, 
their positions are even more 
precarious because the bills keep 
on coming and their debt grows. 
They’re on life support,” says 
Boston, former chef and owner 
of the Milton Inn in Sparks, which 
closed in June after more than 
seven decades in business due 
to the pandemic.

The restaurants that remain 
operating or have recently 
opened have to deal not only 
with constantly changing govern-
ment guidelines, but also must 
pivot and alter their business 
models. The norm now consists 
of curbside pickup, boxed meals, 
garden dining environments, 

pop-ups, bodegas and delivery 
services. 

At the same time, many of the 
restaurants in and around town 
have been feeding neighbors in 
need, health care workers and 
first responders, as well as work-
ing closely with nonprofits on 
virtual fundraisers. The folks in 
the hospitality industry — includ-
ing locally owned restaurants, 
catering companies, markets, 
etc. — tend to be the first ones 
to step up to help out in a crisis.

Restaurants are the heart and 
soul of our communities where 
we, at one time or another, 
celebrate life’s milestones and 
revel in the company of others. 
Although we’re living in terribly 
challenging times, we still can 
support our culinary neighbors. 

The following are our picks 
for some of the best out there. 
Remember: #EatLocal #Shop 
Local #SupportLocal. ➡

Supporting our culinary neighbors is more important than ever. 
B Y  R A N D I  R O M

Canton. Columbia. Woodberry.
Mount Vernon. Fells Point. Butchers Hill. Hunt Valley.
Locust Point, Remington, Towson and Hampden, too.

The list goes on and on.



 
 n shing
   

Magdalena: An American Bistro  
serves up a feast of sautéed foie  
gras, Yorkshire pudding, pit beef and 
onion gravy, mokum carrots with
cilantro-lime yogurt and pistachio,  
and bistro fries. (Provided)
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Curbside, Carryout,  
Dine-Out, Dine-In,  
Creative Culinary  
Concepts in the  
COVID Era

Harmony Bakery
3446 Chestnut Ave.
harmonybakery.net
❱❱ Nestled in a small rowhouse 
in Hampden, Harmony is a 
fantastic gluten-free, vegan 
bakery that uses fresh organic 
ingredients. (I’m addicted to 
the yellow cake with chocolate 
icing and the cinnamon sugar 
and chocolate-iced dough-
nuts. And they have the best 
gluten-free bagels!) They also 
offer savory treats including 
spinach and mushroom tarts 
with caramelized onions and 
cashew cheese, and mock 
crabcakes made with hearts of 
palm. 

Harmony recently partnered 
with another local restaurant, 
Larder Baltimore, and now 
offers Larder’s popular tempeh 
burgers made with brown rice, 

lentils and quinoa. You can 
order at the new walk-up win-
dow or online for pickup, but 
make sure you place any larger 
orders in advance. They’ll have 
pies and other tasty treats 
for the holidays and, FYI, the 
bagels and chocolate cake 
freeze well so you can stock up 
for winter.

The Charmery
Various Locations
thecharmery.com
❱❱ The Charmery specializes in 
handcrafted ice cream, includ-
ing highly original, ever-chang-
ing flavor pairings. 

The original shop is in 
Hampden and there are 
locations in Towson, Feder-
al Hill and a fourth location 
opening soon in Columbia. 
They practice ice cream social 
distancing at all locations, and 
Federal Hill and Columbia have 
walk-up windows. They’ll have 
four specialty pies and pints 
for Thanksgiving, as well as 
unique Chanukah flavors. Their 

motto is “Happiness Through 
Ice Cream.” Nu, couldn’t we 
all use a li’l bowl of happiness 
these days?

Mikey & Mel’s Famous Deli
8191 Maple Lawn Blvd.
mikeyandmelsdeli.com
❱❱ Located in Howard County’s 
Fulton community, Mikey & 
Mel’s, a traditional deli, was 
named in honor of the owner’s 
father and grandfather, who 
were deli “regulars.” Along 
with the old-style favorites 
(pastrami, whitefish salad, 
chopped liver), you’ll find some 
unique menu items, including 
“The Jewish Cheesesteak” with 
brisket, hot pepper cheese, 
fried onions, coleslaw and 
Russian dressing. Catering and 
curbside pickup is available.

Xenia Greek Kouzina
8850 Columbia 100 Parkway
xeniagreekcouzina.com
❱❱ Xenia is a well-appointed, 
modern Greek restaurant in 
Columbia that celebrates the 

flavors of the Mediterranean. 
Check out the grilled octopus, 
zucchini chips, lamb shank and 
fresh, whole grilled branzino, 
and pick up your order curbside.

Tark’s Grill and Bar
2360 W. Joppa Road
tarksgrill.com
❱❱ If you live in or near Green-
spring Valley and haven’t been 
to Tark’s … um, where have you 
been? Located in Green Spring 
Station, Tark’s serves contem-
porary American cuisine and is 
a go-to neighborhood gather-
ing spot with a beautiful dining 
room and bar, and the outdoor 
space is heated. Curbside pick-
up is available.

Michael’s Café
Various Locations
michaelscafe.com
❱❱ With two locations in 
Timonium and White Marsh, 
Michael’s menu features con-
temporary American cuisine, 
including steak and fresh 
seafood. And if you’re treife-in-

This page left to right: Baked goods from Harmony Bakery; Magdalena: A Maryland Bistro's “Charm City Cookie” cocktail with a side of 
gold-dusted Berger cookies. Right page: Gundalow Gourmet's pecan crusted salmon with herbs de Provence and Dijon mustard. 
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clined, their crabcakes are 
excellent.

Carryout and online order-
ing are available, and you can 
order crabcake platters or 
ship them as a gift.

The Grill at Harryman  
House
340 Main St.
www.harrymanhouse.com
❱❱ Housed in an early Amer-
ican home in the heart of 
historic Reisterstown, Harry-
man House is a longtime fave 
destination among Baltimor-
eans. You can order online 
from the dinner, lunch and 
brunch menus, and a wine 
list of more than 100 options. 
They also offer curbside 
pickup, or you can enjoy their 
heated outdoor seating. Some 
of the top sellers include the 
honey ginger salmon and the 
custom blend burgers.

Magdalena: A  
Maryland Bistro
205 E. Biddle St.
theivybaltimore.com/dine/
restaurant
❱❱ The former fine dining 
restaurant Magdalena in The 
Ivy Hotel has reopened with 
a new concept and is now 
Magdalena: A Maryland Bistro. 
The homage to Old Line State 
cuisine offers a more flexible 
price point, with menu options 
ranging from goat cheese ravi-
oli and the after-dinner “Charm 
City Cookie” cocktail with a side 
of gold-dusted Berger cookies. 
Although the restaurant is 
running at a limited capacity 
according to government 
guidelines, they have carry-
out and their courtyard will 
be heated during the colder 
months.

The Manor Tavern
15819 Old York Road
themanortavern.com
❱❱ This charming Monkton spot 

offers a true farm-to-table ex-
perience by harvesting fruits, 
veggies and herbs from their 
extensive garden that influ-
ences their seasonal menu. 
Flavorful food choices include 
a step-above crabcakes, fried 
chicken, burrata salad and 
Creekstone Farms black angus 
burgers. They have a heated 
terrace and a pair of heated 
tents for safe, outdoor dining 
while offering curbside service. 
Country dining at its finest, and 
so worth the drive.

Pure Raw Juice
Various Locations
purerawjuice.com/
❱❱ Pure Raw Juice opened 
a fifth location at Anthem 
House/A2 in Locust Point and 
is offering carryout and online 
ordering through its website. 
PRJ has limited indoor seat-
ing, and a large garage door 
entry allows customers to walk 
freely whether dining inside 
or outdoors. On the menu are 
plant-based and vegan foods 
to boost your immune system, 

smoothies, oatmeal bowls and 
cold-pressed “flu shots.” 

 
Catering
The Classic Catering People
classiccatering.com/
❱❱ The folks at Classic have 
tailored their business to meet 
the needs of their clients while 
adapting to the demands and 
restrictions of the pandem-
ic. They’ve gone from social 
bookings like weddings and 
corporate functions to a world 
of boxed lunches and dinners, 
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virtual or house parties, family 
kits, tailgating and specialty 
menus for all occasions. Meals 
are available via curbside 
pickup or delivery, and menus 
can be customized. Plus, they 
have a pit beef stand in their 
parking lot in Owings Mills!

Innovative Gourmet
innovativegourmet.com
❱❱ Maria’s Fleischmann’s Inno-
vative Gourmet has expand-
ed their on-the-go services, 
providing gourmet meals 
— without the work — right 
in your home or office. She’s 
created new menus to address 
the confines of the pandemic, 
including brunch, ultimate 
tailgating (taco potato skins!) 
and Girls Night In! They have 
holiday menus, cater micro 
weddings and bat/bar mitz-
vahs, and drive-by birthdays.

To Market, To Market!
Gundalow Gourmet at 
Whitehall Mill
3300 Clipper Mill Road
gundalowgourmet.com
whitehallmillbaltimore.com
❱❱ A converted historic mill 
along the Jones Falls in Hamp-
den, Whitehall Mill showcases 
a cream-of-the-crop group 
of local makers and mer-

@EatMoreBaltimore
“In the city — one of my 
favorite spots right now is 
Duck Duck Goose in Fells 
Point. They have an incredible 
menu (from a burger with foie 
gras to classic French duck 
dishes, and probably the best 
French onion soup I’ve ever 
had). I also love the space — 
not only is it beautiful inside 
but they have one of my fa-
vorite outdoor spaces as well 
(a hidden courtyard located 
through the kitchen). And the 
service is impeccable.” 

“In the county — The Manor 
Tavern has been nailing 
the social distance game, 
with ample outdoor space 
(including tents), fun, socially 
distanced outdoor events 
and, of course, great food 
(from crispy Brussels to a 
smash burger to an amazing 
crabcake). They also have a 
new fall cocktail menu — and 
will be revealing a more mod-
ern country cuisine menu in 
the upcoming weeks.” 

@DaraCooks
“My go-to places are Wing 
Wah in Pikesville for their 
ribs, Grano Pasta Bar in 

Hampden for linguine and 
clams and The Essen Room 
in Pikesville for their corned 
beef, coleslaw, Russian  
dressing and chocolate 
eclairs. All carryout.”

@CharmCityFoodAdventures
Jake’s Grill in Cockeysville — 
Great pit beef sandwiches, ribs 
and grilled meats; Ribaldi’s 
Pizza and Subs in Hampden 
— Best New York-style cheese 
and pepperoni pizza around;  
El Taquito Leon taco truck 
(Towson) — Delicious bir-
ria-style beef barbacoa “Tacos 
California”; Pho Bac in Canton 
— Best Vietnamese around. 
Best dishes: pho noodle soup, 
banh mi sandwiches and 
grilled pork vermicelli; Cafe 
Dear Leon in Canton — Bak-
ery with great tamago (Japa-
nese egg salad sandwich).

Randi Rom is president of RJ 
Rom & Associates. She is a 
freelance columnist and writer 
who represents some of the 
region’s top restaurants and 
food-related events. Contact 
her at randirom@comcast.net.

chants. Recently opened is the 
woman-owned-and-operated 
Gundalow Gourmet, which 
offers personal chef services, 
boutique catering, an online 
market, boxed meals, grab ‘n 
go specialties (seasonal soups, 
shrimp salad) and frozen take 
‘n bake meals (lasagna, en-
chiladas and lobster mac and 
cheese — oh my!). Stock up, you 
hear, because winter’s comin’!

818 Market
Catonsville
818market.com
❱❱ Opening this month is 818 
Market, which is on par with 
New York’s Eataly — only not 
Italian! Just like the format in 
NYC, you can eat, shop and 
learn about high-quality food 
and drink with 818’s one-stop 
shopping, learning and dining 
approach. There will be a 
grocery store with a cheese 
shop, fresh produce and 
flowers, a gourmet butcher, 
a deli with prepared foods, 
beer, wine, liquor and a cafe 
with a seriously seasoned 
and talented executive chef 
at the helm — Catonsville 
native Matt Milani, who pre-
viously owned the Rumor Mill 
Fusion Bar & Restaurant in 
Ellicott City. 

Under the Influence
B-more’s premier foodie influencers share some  
of their dining preferences in the age of COVID. 

Pure Raw Juice Bar's oatmeal bowls are made with a base  
of warm homemade oats served with a variety of toppings.  
(Photo by Nico Massa). 

Duck Duck Goose's radish and pear salad with hazelnut  
vinaigrette. (Provided)
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When the coronavirus pandemic 
started back in March, so many 
of the things we take for grant-

ed became downright scary. 
One example: Grocery shopping. 
That’s when I turned to online shopping 

with contactless delivery. In Baltimore City, 
where I live, I was fortunate to be able to 
use Instacart, which delivered food and 
household items from my local Safeway 
without the long waits that some others 
experienced. 

Instacart was a — literal? — lifesaver for 
me and my family, and despite a $14.95 
delivery fee, we were happy with the time 
it saved. 

As time went on, we discovered online 
specialty grocery outlets and decided to 
give them a try. So far, we’ve been very 
pleased with the quality and reliability 
they’ve offered, and we foresee continuing 
to use these services when the pandemic 
eventually ends. 

Interested in learning more? We’ve com-
piled a list of some of the most popular 
food delivery services. 

Please note that this list is not meant 
to be comprehensive or exhaustive, and 
does not include meal delivery services 
such as Blue Apron and Hello Fresh, local 
restaurants providing delivery during the 
pandemic and the Baltimore Jewish com-
munity’s own Pearlstone Kitchen, a meal 
delivery service offered by the Pearlstone 
Center in Reisterstown. 

LOCAL
southmountaincreamery.com
Based in the Frederick County hamlet of 
Middletown, South Mountain Creamery 
delivers dairy products including milk, 
eggs, cheese, produce and high-quality 
meats. The food is delivered to your door 
on a weekly basis. The best part? You get 
to put one of those cool old-school milk 
boxes outside your front door!

hungryharvest.net
Founded by Pikesville native Evan Lutz, 
Hungry Harvest subscribes to the no-
tion that “every person has the right to 
eat healthy and every fruit and veggie 

Online specialty stores offer high-end,  
door-to-door delivery services.  

By Simone Ellin / Associate Editor

grown deserves to be eaten.” With that 
in mind, the organization delivers boxes 
of delicious and nutritious produce that 
farmers cannot sell because they don’t 
look well, pretty enough. That creates a 
ton of waste. When you buy customiz-
able boxes of produce through Hungry 
Harvest, you help to save food, water and 
other resources, and you also support 
programs that feed the hungry. 

heartlandfoods.com
Baltimore-based Heartland Foods delivers 
natural, grass-fed beef, chicken, turkey free 
of antibiotics, wild-caught seafood as well 
as a wide variety of brand name pantry 
products. 

NATIONAL 
butcherbox.com
We’ve been really impressed with the 100 
percent grass-fed beef and free-range 
organic chicken we’ve ordered from Butch-
erBox. Subscribers can choose from the 
company’s curated selection of meat and 
poultry or design your own box. The food 
is securely wrapped in biodegradable or 
recyclable packaging and delivered frozen, 
right to your door.

thrivemarket.com 
Think of Thrive Market as an online Whole 
Foods with better pricing. For a $5-per-
month membership fee that is donated 
to “someone in need,” this online service 
offers a range of items including organic, 
non-GMO (genetically modified organism), 
sustainable meat, poultry and seafood, 
supplements, home goods and bath and 
beauty products. It has a large selection of 
gluten-free, ketogenic and vegan offerings 
as well.

farmboxdirect.com
Founded six years ago by a New York City 
working mom who wanted her kids to have 
the healthiest produce available, Farm 
Fresh Direct or Farmbox Direct delivers to 
the Baltimore area. According to the com-
pany’s website, “Farmbox Direct was the 
nation’s first company to adopt the ‘Food as 
Medicine’ mindset, and by partnering with 
a health plan, we have successfully created 
FarmboxRX. This program delivers produce 
boxes to those who are suffering from 
chronic and diet-related illnesses.” 

Gourmet to your  
Doorway
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Nancy Longo  
Executive Chef/Owner
Pierpoint Restaurant and Catering/
BOXED by Pierpoint
1822 Aliceanna St, Baltimore
To order, call: 410-675-2080
pierpointrestaurant.com

Nancy Longo’s Pierpoint Restaurant 
opened in 1989 in a picturesque town-
house in the heart of historic Fells Point. 
Its menu offers contemporary Maryland 
cuisine infused with eclectic flavors from 
around the world. 

Guided by her Italian grandmother, Chef 
Longo began cooking at the age of 7 and 
received her degree in culinary arts from 
Baltimore International Culinary College. 
She’s worked with and for a veritable 
who’s-who of famous people, including 
chef Paul Prudhomme, Billy Joel and Barry 
Levinson (on the set of the movie “Liberty 
Heights”), and she has appeared on the 
Food Network’s “Ready … Set … Cook,” 
“Chopped” and the “Today” show. 

A James Beard Foundation Humani-
tarian Award nominee, Longo has raised 
more than $200,000 for the Maryland 
Food Bank. During the pandemic, she has 
distributed thousands of meals to those in 
need, as well as to first responders. 

In the wake of the pandemic, Longo 
had to rethink her business model, and 
BOXED by Pierpoint was launched. Longo 
creates boxes of handcrafted meals, 
available for pickup, that can last an en-

tire weekend for a family, and the prices 
are quite reasonable. 

Menu items vary but may include 
her famous smoked crabcakes, Tuscan 
chicken, mac and cheese, and chocolate 
Snickers pie. 

Years ago, Longo was asked to audition 
for a terminally ill man who loved food 
so much that he wanted a chef to cook 
during his last few months. Out of that 
experience, Longo created her “Nurture 
Meals” program that creates nutritious 
meals for sick people and those in hospice 
care. Follow their social media for up-to-
the-minute information and call to order 
pickup.

Tuscan Roast Chicken  
Marinade:
10  cloves garlic
1  tablespoon rosemary   
1  tablespoon oregano 
1  tablespoon basil
1  pinch crushed red pepper
1  teaspoon kosher salt
½  cup lemon juice
½  cup olive oil
1  2-pound chicken

Slice garlic and then mix with the remain-
ing ingredients to make the marinade.

Cut the chicken open, removing the 
back and flattening it out.

Pour marinade over the chicken and 
allow it to marinate for at least 1 hour.

Bake at 350 for one hour.
Serve with sliced lemons.

The following are some favorite recipes offered by a trio of Charm City’s  
most respected chefs and restaurateurs.

Chefs Choices 
B Y  R A N D I  R O M

Chef Nancy Longo started BOXED by Pierpoint 
to accommodate foodies during the pandemic. 
(Provided)

3
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Steve Colegrove
Executive Chef
Sykesville Station
7618 W. Main St., Sykesville
sykesvillestation.com

Steve Colegrove, a Baltimore International 
Culinary College graduate, takes the helm 
in the kitchen at Sykesville Station, a con-
verted 1800s train station located on the 
old B&O Main Line at the Carroll County/
Howard County junction. 

Prior to this position, Chef Colegrove 
honed his skills at various restaurants, 
including Leelynn’s Dining Room and 
Lounge, the White Oak Tavern, Sauté 
Restaurant & Bar and most recently at 
Encantada and Café Azafran. 

Colegrove’s expertise and love for cook-
ing are evident in his newly crafted menu 
that showcases diverse, flavorful, South-
ern-inspired dishes. He has been featured 
in numerous magazines, as well as on 
television, appearing on NBC’s “Morning 
Brunch” and ABC‘s “Midday Maryland.” 

Sykesville Station offers carryout 
and curbside pickup, and live music on 
Saturdays. Its outdoor dining space, The 
Platform, is partially enclosed and heated.

Pecan Pie Baked Brie
1  small to medium brie wheel
1  small cast iron pan

1  cup of pecans
½  cup of brown sugar 
1  ounce of bourbon 
 Half a very ripe (almost falling apart)  
 peach cut in half, sliced into 4 pieces 

Place brie wheel in cast iron pan. Bake at 
450 for 3-5 minutes.

While brie is warming, place pecans and 
brown sugar into a sauté pan and cook on 
high until it’s melted down.

Add bourbon and cook mixture until it 
has a slightly thick consistency.

Remove brie from the oven, and top 
with pecan mixture. 

Remove skin from peaches, slice thinly 
and use it as garnish on top. 

Serve with your favorite style of soft or 
toasted bread and enjoy!

Nino Germano
Owner/Executive Chef
La Scala Ristorante Italiano
1012 Eastern Ave, Baltimore
lascaladining.com

At the age of 9, Nino Germano left his 
home in Bafia, Sicily, and moved to Bal-
timore, joining other relatives in search 
of the American dream. With a strong 
passion for great Italian food, and under 
his mother’s tutelage in the kitchen, Chef 
Germano opened two successful but 

now-defunct Italian restaurants and pizze-
rias called Zia Pina. 

In 1995, looking for a new challenge, 
Nino sold those businesses and opened 
La Scala, a cozy restaurant in Little Italy 
featuring traditional, regional Italian fare. 
Germano’s philosophy is simple — pro-
vide great traditional, home-style cooking 
with quality ingredients and personal 
attention.  

For many regular guests, La Scala is a 
home away from home and each meal is  
a celebration.

La Scala offers curbside pickup, a large 
selection from their online marketplace 
(Mercato La Scala) and alfresco dining at the 
recently expanded Il Giardino (the garden). 

Fettuccine Verdi Matriciana
2   ounces finely chopped onions 
½   ounce chopped garlic 
3   ounces of pancetta 
3   ounces diced prosciutto 
2   ounces white wine 
4   ounces crushed fresh tomatoes 
  Pinch of salt and pepper to taste 
1/4   pound spinach fettuccine

Combine the onion and garlic pancetta 
and prosciutto in a saute pan over  
low heat and saute until the onions  
are clear.

Add white wine and allow it to simmer. 
Then add crushed tomato and cook until 
it’s done. 

Add in cooked pasta, toss and serve. 

Nino Germano, owner and executive chef at 
Little Italy's La Scala Ristorante Italiano, opened 
the cozy eatery in 1995. (Provided) 

Steve Colegrove recently became executive chef at Sykeville Station, formerly known as Baldwin 
Station. (Provided)
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What’s cooking for your post-Thanksgiving Day feast?  
Forgo traditional turkey soup or salad and make the day 
after Thanksgiving as delicious as the holiday meal itself.  
These recipes from Eddie’s of Roland Park are guaranteed 
to bring guests back for an encore.

Turkey and chicken chorizo gumbo (Provided)

The (Turkey Day) After

IN THE KITCHEN

Turkey and Chicken  
Chorizo Gumbo

3  cups shredded roasted turkey,  
 deboned
½  pounds Aidells Chicken Chorizo Sausage,  
 sliced
⅓  cup all-purpose flour
⅓  cup vegetable oil, approximate
2 32 ounce Kitchen Basics Chicken Broth,  
 unsalted
1 28 ounce can whole plum tomatoes
1 cup onions, diced
1 cup celery, diced
1 cup green pepper, diced
1  cup Woodstock frozen cut okra, 
 thawed
2  cloves garlic, minced
2  bay leaves
1  tablespoon Todd’s Bayou Dirt
3/4  teaspoon dried thyme
1  tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
2  teaspoons Tabasco hot sauce
3/4  cup green onion, chopped
6  cups cooked rice, hot
 Salt to taste

Saute sliced sausage in 1tablespoon of 
vegetable oil in a large Dutch oven over 
medium heat until browned. Remove 
sausage with a slotted spoon and set 
aside. Add enough oil to the drippings 
to equal 1/3 cup. Add flour to the oil and 
whisk over medium-low heat until well 
incorporated. Continue cooking until 
flour-oil mixture (roux) is a dark caramel 
color, about 25 minutes.

Stir in onion, celery, green pepper, 
garlic and bay leaves. Cook about 8 min-
utes and continue to stir until vegetables 
are tender. Slowly add chicken broth. 
Continue stirring to blend broth with the 
roux and vegetables.

Crush tomatoes with your hands and 
add them to the broth with the tomato 
juice. Add Todd’s Dirt, thyme, Worcester-
shire sauce, okra and Tabasco. Bring to 
a boil and simmer for an additional 30 
minutes.

Stir in sausage and shredded turkey. 
Cook for another 5 minutes. Adjust 
seasoning.

To Serve, fill individual soup bowls 
with a cup of cooked rice. Ladle hot 
gumbo over rice and sprinkle with 
chopped green onion.
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Sweet Potato Biscuits with  
Maple Butter

1  cup cooked sweet potato, mashed  
 and chilled
13/4  cups + 1/4 cup all-purpose flour, divided
2  tablespoons light brown sugar
2½  teaspoon baking powder
1  teaspoon kosher salt
½  teaspoon baking soda
1/4  teaspoon cayenne pepper
6  tablespoons unsalted butter, chilled and  
 cut into pieces
2  tablespoons. unsalted butter, melted

½  cup buttermilk, chilled

Maple Butter:
1   stick unsalted butter, softened
1   tablespoon premium maple syrup
 

Preheat oven to 425°. Grease a sheet pan 
with butter or non-stick cooking spray. 
Set aside.

In a large bowl, whisk together 1¾ cups 
flour, sugar, baking powder, salt, baking 
soda and cayenne pepper. Cut in 6 table-
spoons of butter using a pastry blender 
or 2 knives, until mixture resembles 
coarse meal. There may be small lumps 
of butter in the mixture.

In a small bowl, stir together mashed 
sweet potato and chilled buttermilk. Add 

to the flour mixture and knead with your 
hands until the dough just comes togeth-
er. Dough will seem dry. Dump dough 
onto lightly floured cutting board and 
continue to knead until flour and butter 
are well incorporated. Dust with flour if 
the dough gets sticky. Roll out the dough 
to 1-inch thickness.

Cut out the biscuits using a biscuit cut-
ter or the edge of a glass. Gather and roll 
out the dough until all the dough is used. 
Place the biscuits on a prepared sheet 
pan. Be sure the biscuits are placed close 
together on pan and that the edges are 
touching. Brush the surface of the biscuits 
with melted butter. Bake for 16 minutes 
or until biscuits are evenly browned.

Meanwhile, prepare maple butter by 
mixing butter and maple syrup. Serve in 
a small crock on the side.

 
Eddie’s Recipe Tip: These biscuits can 
be made ahead and frozen until ready to 
use, making them a perfect scratch-made 
solution for unexpected guests. Writing your 
shopping list? Keep in mind, 1 cup of cooked 
sweet potato equates to about 1 medium 
raw sweet potato.

Home Whipped Cream

1  pint heavy whipping cream, chilled
1  teaspoon vanilla extract 
1/4  cup confectioners’ sugar 
Optional: 
3/4  teaspoon pumpkin pie spice 
1  tablespoon bourbon

Pro tip: “Cold” is key to the perfect whip. 
Before starting, chill the bowl and whisk 
attachment of your stand mixer for 5-10 
minutes. Add the chilled cream and 
vanilla extract to the bowl. Whip on me-
dium-high speed until frothy. Gradually 
add in sugar, continuing to beat  
until cream thickens and stiff peaks form.
For a “spiced” variation, add pumpkin 
pie spice with the sugar. For a “spiked” 
version, add your favorite bourbon to  
the cream as you whip. Serve chilled 
whipped cream over your favorite pie, 
cake or hot beverage.

Eddie’s Recipe Tip:
Prep this topping up to two days in  
advance—just be sure to keep it covered  
(air-tight) and chill until serving. 

Search for recipes or submit your own in our recipes database at  
jmoreliving.com/recipesdatabase.

(Left) Sweet potato biscuits with maple butter; 
(Below) Whipped cream (Provided)
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I n the Baltimore-Washington 
corridor, many Jewish families and 
businesses trace their origins back 

to the economically challenging years of 
the early 20th century and the begin-
nings of a grocery store establishment. 

Some corner groceries eventually 
became major supermarket chains, 
while some peddlers with horse-drawn 
wagons evolved into major food distrib-
utors. These families took great pride 
in their hard work to make a better 
life for the next generation. As their 
businesses grew and prospered, these 
families became active and influential in 
their communities, congregations and 
institutions. 

Not long ago, I embarked on a quest 
to preserve, highlight and bring to life 
the many family grocery stores and busi-
nesses that dotted the Baltimore-Wash-
ington landscape. My 2018 book, 
“Tastemakers: The Legacy of Jewish Entre-
preneurs in the Mid-Atlantic Grocery 
Industry” (CreateSpace), documents the 
legacy of many grocers through untold 

By Jeremy Diamond

Food for Thought 
Jewish family-owned  

grocery stores and food 
distributors are an important 

part of local Jewish history.

stories, historical facts and rare photos. 
This group of people were of a much 

different mindset than what we see 
today. Many of them experienced the 
Holocaust and miraculously survived, 
while others endured the hardships of 
living through the Great Depression. 

Language barriers, a lack of educa-
tion, fierce competition, and financial 
struggles and challenges did not stop 
them from achieving success. And they 
all realized that groceries and access to 
food were a necessity for every neigh-
borhood and community. 

Jews have been involved in the local 
food and grocery industry since before 
the early 1900s. Here are just a few ex-
amples: Lithuanian immigrant Benjamin 
Green began selling household products 
door to door in 1915. His company, 
known as the Baltimore-based B Green 
& Co., became one of the largest whole-
salers to grocery stores and military 
commissaries along the East Coast. 

Landover-headquartered Giant Food, 
a supermarket chain of 164 stores 
that dominates the mid-Atlantic region 
and employs approximately 22,000, 
was founded in 1936 by a rabbi and 
a Hebrew school teacher. The Cohen 
and Lehrman families worked hard and 
always remained at the forefront of 
technological advances and vertical inte-
gration, ranging from checkout scanners 
to an in-house ice cream plant and a 
main bakery servicing all the stores. 

Harry and Lena Tulkoff created the larg-
est horseradish manufacturing business 
in the nation, based right here in Balti-
more. Originally from Russia, the Tulkoffs 
moved to Baltimore in the early 1930s 
and opened a produce stand. Horserad-
ish was their best-selling product!

My own family arrived to the shores 
of the United States in 1947 and became 

HISTORY

The Baltimore-based Food-A-Rama grew to a 48-unit supermarket chain spanning across 
multiple states. (Photo provided by Jeremy Diamond)

Harry and Lena 
Tulkoff created the 
largest horseradish 

manufacturing business 
in the nation, based 

right here in Baltimore.
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Israel in the Shadow of COVID-19:  
Just the Facts 

Tuesday, November 17 • 12:00 – 1:00 p.m. EST
Moderated by Jonathan Thierman, MD, Ph.D., LifeBridge Health

The coronavirus crisis has affected nearly all aspects of Israeli society, from the healthcare and education systems, to the 
labor market and economy at large. Join the Maryland/Israel Development Center, LifeBridge Health and Taub Center for 
Social Policy Studies in Israel for an exclusive briefing on the pandemic’s impact on Israel, a comparative analysis of the 
country’s infection and mortality rates and an assessment of Israel’s response to the pandemic. Participants will have an 
opportunity to speak directly in a question and answer session.

Register today at israelintheshadowofcovid.eventbrite.com
For more information contact Barry Bogage, bbogage@MarylandIsrael.org.

a fixture in the local grocery scene. They 
came here after losing many relatives in 
the Holocaust, owning only the shirts on 
their backs and not able to speak English.

They embarked on a new life in 
America and employed many Holocaust 
survivors. The Baltimore-based Food-
A-Rama grew to a 48-unit supermarket 
chain spanning across multiple states. 
It was founded by my grandfather, Paul 

Diamond, and my uncles, Ben Schuster 
and Dave Diamond. 

Drawn to the grocery business as a 
kid, I have been on a mission to docu-
ment these stories, not only of my fam-
ily’s journey and Food-A-Rama but all of 
the other Jewish-owned grocery stores 
and businesses as well.

Names like Diamond and Schuster, 
Cohen and Lehrman, Green, Tulkoff, 

Klein, Kowitz, Nabozny, Kozlovsky, 
Leikach, Gottlieb, Podberesky, Shmir-
gold, Herman (Shoppers), Victor Cohen 
(Eddie’s), Schlossberg (Castle Food 
Distributors), Schreiber, Smelkinson, 
Denrich, Harry Shapiro, Saval, Chaim-
son/Sibel, Magruder’s and Snider’s 
 — these and many others made up the 
Baltimore-D.C. grocery scene back in the 
day. Several are still around as well.
Throughout the researching, interview-
ing and writing processes for my book, 
I’ve come to realize that my grandpar-
ents’ generation was cut from a different 
cloth. They should be admired, honored 
and appreciated, and my hope is that 
anyone who reads “Tastemakers” — 
which is available on Amazon — can 
learn something from reading about 
these extraordinary individuals and their 
paths to success in America. 

A Cheswolde resident, Jeremy Diamond is 
the author of “Tastemakers: The Legacy of 
Jewish Entrepreneurs in the Mid-Atlantic 
Grocery Industry” (CreateSpace).

Based in Randallstown and Pikesville, Shapiro's was among the many grocery stores in the 
Baltimore region founded by Jewish families in the first half of the 20th century. (Photo provided  
by Jeremy Diamond)
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 GARDEN VARIETY

In recent years, gardeners have  
discovered the many virtues of  
native plants and trees. 

Native plants are well adapted to soil 
and climate conditions, require less  
watering, need no fertilizer, are more  
resistant to insects and disease, and 
help preserve rich natural ecosystems.

So as the old adage goes, “Right plant, 
right place.”

When selecting plants, consider:
❙ Characteristics such as height and 
spread; the period of flowering; fruit and 
fall color
❙ Optimum growth conditions such as 
sunlight, moisture, soil pH and soil type
❙ Habitat, whether woodlands, clearings, 
flood plains and stream banks

When selecting trees, consider:
❙ Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida) as 
an understory (underlying layer of  
vegetation) in large tree groupings or  
as a single specimen in a small area. 
Dogwoods are four-season trees that 

feature red-orange drupes (a fleshy fruit 
with a central stone) in spring. 

A favorite with birds, dogwoods boast 
attractive scarlet red fall foliage and 
sculptured winter habit. They do best 
in partial shade; mature to a height and 
width of 25 feet, and can be purchased 
and planted in November.

❙ Eastern redbud (Cercis canadensis) 
works very well as a single specimen or 
in groupings. These trees flower in mid-
April to early May with pink to lavender 
flowers. Its leaves are heart shaped and 
turn golden yellow, forming black-brown 
pods that grow 2 to 3 inches long. East-
ern redbud does best in partial sun to 
shade, grows to a spread and height of 
20 feet, and can be planted and pur-
chased in the fall.

❙ American holly (Ilex opaca) is best 
planted as a specimen. The tree’s white 
or cream flowers appear in mid-May 
to June. Plant a female holly to obtain 
red drupes (berries), which appear in 

October and last until late winter when 
birds feast on them. Hollies grow in sun, 
partial shade and full shade. However, 
when grown in shade, flowering and 
fruit production is limited. The trees 
grow pyramidal to a height of 30 to 
40 feet and a spread of 18 to 30 feet. 
Hollies can be planted in November but 
best transplant balled and burlapped or 
from a container in spring.

❙ Serviceberry (shadbush or Amelanchier 
canadensis) should be planted as a  
specimen or in a grouping. A four-season 
shrubby multi-stemmed tree, service- 
berry bears white flowers in April or 
early May; edible red to purple drupes 
from June to July. Like hollies, their fruits 
are a favorite with the birds. 

During fall, the trees’ flowers turn to 
orange and red. Serviceberry grow best 
in partial to full shade and eventually 
grow to a spread of 20 feet and a height 
of 30 feet. Transplant them balled  
and burlapped or from a container in 
November.

❙ Sweetbay magnolia (Magnolia virgini-
ana) should be planted as a specimen.  
A semi-evergreen to deciduous (shed-
ding its leaves in late winter or early 
spring), the tree has fragrant flowers 
that blossom white to cream in late May 
to June. In September and October, 
red berries will appear. The sweetbay 
magnolia’s leaves are dark shiny green 
and silvery on the bottom and they turn 
yellow in the fall. The tree grows in sun, 
partial shade and in full shade with an 
average spread to 20 feet and a height 
to 25 feet. They are easily transplanted 
in slightly acidic soil (pH less than 6.5-
5.0) from a container in November. 

Rebecca Brown began her career as a 
horticulturist more than 25 years ago and 
studied at the New York Botanical Gardens. 
She has been a University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County (UMBC) master gardener 
for five years and is a backyard beekeeper. 
Norman Cohen is a retired chemist. He has 
been gardening for 38 years and has been 
a UMBC master gardener for 12 years. 
Cohen also provides gardening education 
to the public at local farmers markets.

Passion Planting
Fall in love with native ornamental trees 

By Rebecca Brown and Norman Cohen
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BOOK SMARTS

“Unique: The New Science of Human 
Individuality” (Hardcover)

By David Linden
Basic Books, 336 pages, $30

Hopkins neuroscientist, David Linden, was 
browsing OKCupid a few years ago and got 
to wondering: What is the scientific reason 
for human difference? This book — which 
investigates everything from sexuality to 
food preferences — illustrates how our 
unique qualities allow us to live together in 
groups.

“Dear Justyce”
By Nic Stone

Crown Books, 288 pages, $18.99

In this sequel to Nic Stone’s bestselling,  
“Dear Martin,” an incarcerated teen named 
Quan writes letters to Justyce, his child-
hood friend and the protagonist of “Dear 
Martin,” about his experiences in the  
American juvenile justice system.  

“Wild Symphony” (Hardcover)
By Dan Brown

Rodale Kids, 44 pages, $18.99

New York Times bestselling author Dan 
Brown makes his picture book debut with 
this delightful celebration of music and 
animals. All proceeds go to support music 
education initiatives for kids in all corners 
of the world. (Ages 3 - 7)

YOUNG ADULTNONFICTION

“Jack” (Hardcover)
By Marilynne Robinson

Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 320 pages, $27

We will read anything Marilynne Robinson 
writes! Jack is the fourth of her novels set in 
Gilead, Iowa, and tells the story of the son 
of the town's Presbyterian minister, and 
his interracial romance with a high school 
teacher. 

“Must I Go” (Hardcover)
By Yiyun Li

Random House, 368 pages, $28

Li’s newest novel tells the story of Lilia  
Liska, a nonagenarian and grandmother  
of 17, who has taken on the project of 
annotating the diary left behind by an  
old flame. 

“The Dragons, The Giant, The Women” 
(Hardcover)

By Wayétu Moore
Graywolf Press, 272 pages, $26

Moore, a dazzling novelist, offers a memoir 
of her own escape from the first Liberian 
Civil War, migration to Texas and eventual 
return to Liberia.

FICTIONFICTION NONFICTION

CHILDREN

Emma Snyder, owner of The Ivy Bookshop at 5928 Falls Road in Baltimore,  
offers recommendations for must-read titles for adults and children.

Seeking your next good read? 
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BALTIMORE JUSTICE

“Rabbi Yitzchak taught: ‘[Abraham] 
was like a man who was traveling from 
place to place when he saw a bira 
doleket, a burning palace. He said, “Is it 
possible this palace lacks someone to 
look after it?” The owner of the building 
peeked out [of a window] and said, ‘I 
am the Master of this palace.’ ‘Similarly,” 
teaches the midrash, “because Abraham 
our father [seeing the world on fire] said, 
“Is it possible there is no one in charge 
here?” the Holy One of Blessing peeked 
out and said to him, “I am the Master 
of the Universe.” … Hence, God said to 
Abraham [in Gen. 12], “Go forth!”  
(Bereishit Rabbah Lech L’cha 39,1). 

Abraham noticed the fire consum-
ing the world, but he was also curious 
enough to name it and question wheth-
er it must be so. We often think of him 
as a man of faith, but what is the nature 
of Abraham’s faith? First, he notices and 
questions why. Second, he cares about 
the outcome; he’s morally curious. Third, 

he takes action; he speaks out. 
“One shouldn’t remain indifferent,” 

says Deuteronomy (22:3). We must get 
involved. 

“Life’s most persistent and urgent 
question,” Dr. King once told a crowd 
in Montgomery, Alabama, “is, ‘What are 

By Rabbi  
Daniel Cotzin Burg

The Danger of Incuriosity

I n a student paper at Morehouse 
College, a young Martin Luther King 
Jr. wrote, “The function of education 

... is ... to think intensively and to think 
critically. But education which stops with 
efficiency may prove the greatest men-
ace to society. … We must remember 
that intelligence is not enough. Intelli-
gence plus character — that is the goal 
of true education.” (The Maroon Tiger, 
1947)

What Dr. King, the master teacher, 
championed then, and throughout his 
life and career, was learning embed-
ded in moral pursuits. He believed in 
intellectual and ethical curiosity, and he 
wanted to know and understand not 
just his own people but also the other, 
as exemplified by his alliance with the 
Jewish community. 

Did you know that the week after Dr. 
King was assassinated, he was supposed 
to attend the Passover seder of his friend 
and collaborator, Rabbi Abraham Joshua 
Heschel? 

It’s always been true that people don’t 
know what they don’t know. But these 
days, too many people don’t seem to 
want to know anything new. And we 
don’t want to know about one another. 

Long before we were quarantined 
in our homes, we were siloed on social 
media, segregated in cities, suburbs 
and exurbs, not just geographically but 
emotionally and spiritually and intellec-
tually. We’ve nearly perfected societal 
incuriosity. 

Many have noticed the world is on fire. 
Some act to put it out. Few wonder why, 
so just as often we add fuel to the fire.

Abraham, according to the midrash, 
also noticed the world was on fire:

you doing for others?’”
But Abraham didn’t begin with faith in 

God. In fact, he questioned God’s very 
existence! The world is like a majestic 
palace on fire and no one is putting it 
out, so perhaps the owner’s away?!  
Perhaps there’s no one home?! 

How does Abraham become a man 
of faith? He listens. He learns. He takes 
responsibility not for setting the palace 
ablaze but for mobilizing an army, a 
legion of family members and follow-
ers, those of his faith, and those whose 
faiths would grow out of his but who 
say, “Enough!” Abraham is, among other 
things, a warrior for social justice. 

You think it’s an accident he calls God 
out at Sodom and Gomorrah, that he 
negotiates for every life he can? That this 
neophyte has the audacity to say to God, 
“Shall not the judge of all the earth do 
justice?” (Gen. 18:25). This give-and-take, 
this divine-human shared responsibility 
for the state of the world is at the core of 
faith. When we find the world is burning, 
we don’t get to give up. We don’t get to 
go home. First, we must investigate the 
cause and put out the fire. And then, we 
must start building it again. 

When we’re curious, we become holy 
firefighters. 

Rabbi Daniel Cotzin Burg is spiritual leader 
of Beth Am Synagogue in Reservoir Hill, 
where he lives with his wife, Rabbi Miriam 
Cotzin Burg, and their children, Eliyah and 
Shamir. This column and others also can 
be found on The Urban Rabbi. Each month 
in Jmore, Rabbi Burg explores a different 
facet of The New Jewish Neighborhood, a 
place where Jewish community is reclaimed 
and Jewish values reimagined in Baltimore.

"Life's most 
persistent and 
urgent question is, 
'What are you  
doing for others?'"

              —Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

When we find the world is burning, we don't have the right to simply give up.
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We also make
CUSTOM JEWELRY! 

We buy GOLD, SILVER, 
DIAMONDS, COINS, 
SILVERWARE and 
high end WATCHES 
in Baltimore. 

THE GOLD 
BUYING CENTER

443-570-8788
605 Reisterstown Road #C,

Pikesville

SPORTS
BALTIMORE
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SPIRITUAL MATTERS

Counting Your 
Blessings

I ’d like to share a game with you that 
could change your life. I’ve never 
publicly written about this, but have 

been playing it for months now and can 
honestly say that when done properly, it 
can be transformative. 

I call it the “Thank You Hashem” game.
Its origins are pretty innocent and un-

assuming. One day, I traveled to Wash-
ington, D.C., to visit a good friend, Daniel 
Epstein, rabbi of the George Washington 
University Hillel. We bought a few bags of 
potato chips, went for a walk and started 
spontaneously thanking Hashem. 

One of us blurted out, “Thank you  
Hashem for these awesome chips!” Then, 
the other called out, “Thank you Hashem 
for this beautiful weather!” And we kept 
going back and forth — responsively — 
thanking G-d for whatever came to mind. 
The game came to an end as we finished 
up all of our potato chips. But it can, and 
often does, go much longer. 

There is a great need for a game like 
this today. We take in so much negative 
messaging throughout our day. This is a 
fun way to inject positive energy into our 
lives. And it provides a fresh perspective 
that brings attention to the many bless-
ings all around us. 

For example, try thanking Hashem for 
your body. You can offer thanks for any of 
your body parts: each toe, your heart, hair, 
hair follicles, breath or the lungs that allow 
you to breathe. And it can (and should) 
go on. It’s all about recognizing the simple 
things we often overlook. 

All of us enjoy blessings. If you’re 
reading this right now, you are alive and 

in their classrooms. And one can just play 
it alone during a long car ride. 

❙ The thank-yous are responsive. In a 
group, this means that each person has a 
turn to thank Hashem and then waits for 
their next turn. You can also turn it into a 
speed match, challenging each person to 
quickly offer an answer. 

❙ You can play wherever you are. We have 
played at parks, in parking lots eating (veg-
an) burgers (yes, more food …), and while 
beatboxing on the street. 

❙ The game goes on until either you run 
out of energy or things to be thankful for. 
There is a competitive component to the 
game as each side scrambles to find the 
next thing for which to be thankful and 
keep the game going. 

The holiday of Chanukah is just around 
the corner. On each night of this holiday we 
kindle an additional candle. This custom is 
based on Hillel’s approach (BTalmud Shabbat 
21b) that we go up in holiness and add more 
light each time. This is the basic idea of the 
“Thank You Hashem” game. Each new thank 
you adds light and positivity to our lives. 

If this light is something you are looking 
for and are up for trying out the game, I’d 
love to hear how it went for you. Please 
feel free to forward your experiences to: 
eliyoggev@gmail.com. 

In the meanwhile, wishing you a won-
derful Chanukah and many days filled with 
light, joy, and thankfulness to Hashem. 

Rabbi Dr. Eli Yoggev serves Pikesville’s Beth 
Tfiloh Congregation.

Thanking the Almighty can be fun and transformative.

breathing. That’s a blessing in itself! 
Over time, we have developed some 

guidelines to the game:

❙ One begins each gratitude point with the 
words, “Thank you Hashem for _____.” One 
can also choose to insert another name 
for G-d or just offer a general thank-you. 

❙ The thank-yous do not need to be 
related. You can thank Hashem for sneak-
ers, followed by the other player thanking 
Hashem for deep spiritual experiences. It’s 
really whatever comes to mind in the mo-
ment! You can also choose to zone in on 
one topic. One day, we thanked Hashem 
for ice cream, sprinkles, cones and differ-
ent ice cream flavors (yes, we like to eat!). 
After a while, one finds oneself recogniz-
ing blessings they never knew they had.

❙ One can play with another person, by 
oneself or with a group. A few have shared 
how the game brought much joy to their 
families as they played it together at their 
Shabbos tables. Teachers can also use this 

By Rabbi Dr. Eli Yoggev

"One day, we 
thanked Hashem  

for ice cream,  
sprinkles, cones  
and different ice 
cream flavors."
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September  24
Jacob Hack

October  3
Dorothy Rodbell
Shlomo Manfred Strauss

October  7
Marcia Oberfeld
Annette Singer

October  8
Burton Ronald Gelvar
Sidney Norman  Brower

October  9
Arkadi Ginsburg

October  10
Shirley Ann Collison
Sheldon Gerson Dagurt
Stanley Klatsky
Alicia Stelzer

October  11
Shirley Rice Carp
Estelle Fuchsman
Samuel K. Himmelrich Sr.
Allan Harvey Steiner

October  12
Hyman Rubinstein

October  13
Esther Gerber
Ina Hamburger
Gavriel Rosenbloom
Martin Lee Wasserman

October  14
Howard Kirk
Stanley Shapiro

October  15
Irvin Cohen
Nathan “Ned” David Isaacs
Rosalyn S. Steinhorn
Dr. Paul M. Weinberg

October  16
Dr. Oscar Brilliant
Ambassador Gerald Helman

October  17
Meyer “Mickey” Scherr

October  18
Lillian Patz Hackerman
Miriam Jacobson

Michael F. Klein
Robert A. Pinkner

October  19
Brian J. Asch
Dr. Sanford R. Cohen
Florine Jacobson
Martin G. Lavender

October  20
Dr. Elliott Mordecai Berg
Phyllis R. Dahne
Susan Proper

October  21
Jaye Bayless
Rayda Iris Gerber
Robert Pomerantz

October  22
Dixie Berenson
David Nyman Lewis
Howard Puritz

October  24
Jeremy Brian Davidson
Emanuel Carey Ries

October 25
Vivian Kaplan
Hannah Storch

October 26
Eunice Dubin
Irving Rosen
Phyllis Rosenberg
Harriet Schimmel
Gerald “Jerry” Sheldon Traub

October 27
Lyubov Borisova
Barbara Medine Deluty
S. Murray Miller
Melvin Rayman
Ira Marc Walman

October 28
Gladys Berman

October 29
Elizabeth S. Amdur
Jack Furman Billig
Victor D. Salama

Nov. 1
Susan Borinsky

For more information, please visit  
the Sol Levinson & Bros. website at 
sollevinson.com

In Memoriam
The following is a listing of recent deaths in the Greater Baltimore Jewish 

community. May the memory of the departed always be a comfort to their 
families, friends, and the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.

Cell  410-733-3540

mohel18@comcast.net

INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT
AVAILABLE

This Week in 
Baltimore Eating

jmoreliving.com/newsletters

Sign up 
now for our

foodie edition 
weekly 

newsletter
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THE PARTING SHOT

I do not know your origin. Rumors 
claim that you derived from dif-
ferent sources in Wuhan, China. 

Surprisingly, a persistent myth lingers 
that scientists intentionally created 
you in a lab. 

While the world is still trying to solve 
the mystery of where you came from, 
what I am certain of is that you are a 
dangerous enemy that wreaks havoc 
in various aspects of our lives. 

Nevertheless, I refuse to allow you 
to paralyze me with fear, as staying 
connected with the Baltimore Jewish 
community helps me manage the 
stress that you’ve caused all of us.

How dare you have the chutzpah to 
disrupt my peaceful life? You alter my 
daily routines and tasks. You force me 
to walk around town hiding my smile 
behind a mask, and to constantly re-
mind myself, “Stop, do not get close to 
people.” That is a sad fact. In addition 
to all of these inconveniences, I sit qui-
etly in my home reminiscing about the 
in-person interactions I enjoyed with 
others in the past.

I do not hold a grudge against you, 
even though you pose a threat to 
my existence. On the contrary, you 
encourage me to adapt to my “new 
normal” with creativity, strength and 

determination. As the stay-at-home 
restrictions are lifted, I visit local mar-
kets and stores as well as greet some 
familiar faces with messages of hope. 

Similarly, you’ve motivated me to 
become close friends with Zoom; video 
chats and phone calls also enable 
my relationships with neighbors and 
acquaintances to continue and bloom. 
Undoubtedly, our expressions of care 
toward each other bind us together 
during this crisis.

Baltimore’s Jewish organizations and 
publications support the fight against 
you by providing me with information 
and entertainment via magazines 
and digital technology. I’m inspired by 
reading fascinating news and stories 
of individuals who currently volunteer 
and perform acts of kindness and 
generosity. Likewise, the Baltimore 
Zionist District, The Associated: Jewish 
Federation of Baltimore and Friends of 
the Israel Defense Forces lead virtual 
educational programs and events that 
build a strong link between the Jews in 
Baltimore and the State of Israel. 

Thanks to these dedicated organi-
zations, you do not prevent me from 
celebrating Israel’s Independence Day 
or paying my respects to Israel’s fallen 
soldiers and victims of terror during 

the yearly Yom Hazikaron ceremony. 
The Etz Chaim Center for Jewish 

Learning is another organization that 
fosters spiritual and social connected-
ness, and conducts online classes and 
activities while your presence persists. 
For instance, Etz Chaim has present-
ed renowned speakers and kumsitzs, 
or sing-alongs, which proved to be 
extremely entertaining. 

Additionally, classes on Jewish spir-
ituality, mindfulness and meditation, 
among others, offer me the oppor-
tunity to reflect on my blessings with 
prayers and gratitude to G-d. Lastly, 
maintaining a positive mindset brings 
me a sense of courage to hold you at 
bay in these uncertain times

You fuel my desire to regard my 
bond with the community with opti-
mism. Despite you being an obstacle 
in our path, we shall overcome you to-
gether. One day, we will wake up from 
this nightmare of having known you 
and discover that you are finally gone. 

I will celebrate your departure with 
excitement, and realize that while you 
will remain a lingering memory, the  
Baltimore Jewish community will forever 
be strong, united and alive. L’chaim!     

Illana Meiller is a mental health counselor 
in Reisterstown.

An Open Letter to the Coronavirus 

By Ilana Meiller
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